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Functional marked point processes – A natural structure to unify
spatio-temporal frameworks and to analyse dependent functional
data
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Abstract
This paper treats functional marked point processes (FMPPs), which are defined as marked point pro-
cesses where the marks are random elements in some (Polish) function space. Such marks may represent e.g.
spatial paths or functions of time. To be able to consider e.g. multivariate FMPPs, we also attach an addi-
tional, Euclidean, mark to each point. We indicate how FMPPs quite naturally connect the point process
framework with both the functional data analysis framework and the geostatistical framework. We further
show that various existing models fit well into the FMPP framework. In addition, we introduce a new fam-
ily of summary statistics, weighted marked reduced moment measures, together with their non-parametric
estimators, in order to study features of the functional marks. We further show how they generalise other
summary statistics and we finally apply these tools to analyse population structures, such as demographic
evolution and sex ratio over time, in Spanish provinces.
Key words: Correlation functional, Functional data analysis, Intensity functional, Marked point process, Non-
parametric estimation, Palm distribution, Population growth, Spatio-temporal geostatistical marking, Weighted
marked reduced moment measure.
1 Introduction
Many types of functional data, such as financial time series, animal movements, growth functions for trees in
a forest stand, the spatial extensions of outbreaks of a disease over time with respect to the outbreak centres,
population growth functions of towns/cities in a country, and different functions describing spatial dependence
(e.g. LISA functions; see Section 3 and the references therein), are represented as collections tf1ptq, . . . , fnptqu,
t P T Ă r0,8q, n ě 1, of functions/paths in some k-dimensional Euclidean space Rk, k ě 1; note that
the argument t need not represent time, it could e.g. represent spatial distance. The common approach to
deal with such data within the field of functional data analysis (FDA) (Ramsay and Silverman, 2005) is to
assume that the functions fi, i “ 1, . . . , n, belong to some suitable family of functions (usually an L2-space)
and are realisations/sample paths of some collection of independent and identically distributed (iid) random
functions/stochastic processes tF1ptq, . . . , Fnptqu, t P T , with sample paths belonging to the family of functions
in question.
For many applications, however, the following two adequate questions may quite naturally arise:
1. Does it make sense to assume that the random elements F1, . . . , Fn, which have generated the functional
data set tf1, . . . , fnu, are in fact iid?
2. Is the study designed in such a way that the sample size n is known a priori, or is n in fact unknown
before the data set is realised?
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Figure 1: Top panels: Spanish province data. Log-scale demographic evolution (top left) and sex ratio (top
right) in 47 provinces of Spain, for the years 1998 to 2017. Bottom panel: Movement tracks. The first 20
movement tracks of two Mongolian wolves (bottom left). Movement tracks of 15 Ya Ha Tinda elks in Banff
national park, Canada (bottom right); the red squares are the starting points of the tracks.
Functional data sets (believed to be) generated in accordance with the above remarks will be referred to as
functional marked point patterns and Figure 1 provides illustrative examples of such data sets. The top panels
show two functional marked point patterns based on the centres of the provinces on the Spanish mainland. To
each point, which corresponds to a centre, we have associated the demographic evolution of the population on
logarithmic scale (left) and the sex ratio (right), over the the years 1998 to 2017. In the top right panel, for each
of the 47 functions/provinces, the horizontal red dashed line corresponds to y “ 1, which illustrates the case
where we have the same size of genders in the province in question. The bottom panels show animal movement
tracks. The lower left panel shows the first 20 movement tracks of two Mongolian wolves, starting from random
initial monitoring locations (red squares); the data are taken from the Movebank website. The lower right panel
shows the movement tracks of 15 Ya Ha Tinda elk (Hebblewhite and Merrill, 2008), starting from some random
initial monitoring locations.
Another setting where these questions also naturally arise is found in spatio-temporal geostatistics (Montero
et al., 2015). Assume that each of the data-generating stochastic processes Fiptq “ Zpxi, tq, t P T , i “ 1, . . . , n,
is associated with a spatial location xi P W Ă Rd and that Zpx, tq, px, tq P W ˆ T , is a (Gaussian) spatio-
temporal random field. Here the functions F1, . . . , Fn are clearly not independent (ignoring pathological cases)
and one may further ask whether it would not in fact make sense to assume that the sampling/monitoring
locations x1, . . . , xn are actually randomly generated. In addition, does it make sense to assume that the total
number of such locations was fixed a priori, or did these locations e.g. appear over times (in relation to each
other), thus allowing us to treat them as a randomly evolving entity with a random total number of components
N ě 1? For instance, all the weather stations monitoring precipitation in a given country/region have (most
likely) arrived over time, in relation to each other, rather than being placed at their individual locations at the
same time. E.g., we do not know a priori how many stations will have appeared during the period 2010-2040
and where they will be located.
Taking these remarks into account, we argue that for many functional data sets tf1ptq, . . . , fnptqu, t P T Ă
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r0,8q, n ě 1, it would make sense to assume i) that n ě 1 is the realisation of some discrete non-negative
random variable N and ii) that (conditional on N “ n) the random functions F1, . . . , Fn are possibly dependent.
A natural way to tackle the statistical analysis under such non-standard assumptions is to assume that the
functional data set is generated by a point process in some space F of functions f : T Ñ Rk. This would mean
that we would model the functional data set (a functional marked point pattern) as the realisation of a set
of random functions tF1ptq, . . . , FN ptqu, t P T , of random size N . Note that by construction, all components
Fi have the same marginal distributions. Under such a setup, a so-called binomial point process (Møller and
Waagepetersen, 2004; van Lieshout, 2000) would yield the classical FDA setup mentioned above. Note that the
idea of analysing point patterns (collections of points) with attached functions has already been noted in the
literature (Comas, 2009; Delicado et al., 2010).
It is often the case that these functions have some sort of spatial dependence. E.g., two functions fi and
fj , with starting points fip0q and fjp0q which are spatially close to each other in Rk, either gain or loose from
each other’s vicinity. Accordingly, it seems natural to generate F1, . . . , FN conditionally on some collection of
random spatial locations Xi and some further set of random variables Li associated with the random functions
Fi; conditionally on the spatial locations, the Li’s would influence the random functions Fi in a non-spatial
sense. We argue that the natural setting to do this is through functional marked point processes (FMPPs).
More precisely, we define an FMPP Ψ “ tpXi, pLi, FiqquNi“1 as a spatial point process ΨG “ tXiuNi“1 in Rd to
which we assign marks tpLi, FiquNi“1; note that by forcing all Li to take the same value, we may reduce the
FMPP to the collection tpXi, FiquNi“1.
We here take a full grip and provide a proper framework for FMPPs, where we in particular take into
account that for the standard point process machinery to go through (in particular the use of regular conditional
probability distributions), one has to assume that the mark space, and thereby the function space F , is a Polish
space (Daley and Vere-Jones, 2008). In particular, one may then provide a reference stochastic process XF ,
with sample paths in F , whose distribution νF on F acts as a reference measure which one integrates with
respect to (in a Radon-Nikodym sense). We further provide a plethora of examples from the literature which
fit into the FMPP framework and discuss these in some detail. Examples include geostatistics (Cressie and
Kornak, 2003) with random sampling locations, point processes marked with "spatio-temporal random closed
sets", e.g. spatio-temporal boolean models (Sebastian et al., 2006), constructed functional marks, e.g. so-called
LISA functions (Mateu et al., 2007), and the Renshaw-Särkkä growth-interaction model (Renshaw and Särkkä,
2001; Särkkä and Renshaw, 2006). To be able to carry out statistical analyses in the context of FMPPs, various
moment characteristics, such as product densities, are required and we here cover such characteristics. A key
observation here is that we, in contrast to previous works, completely move away from the (arguably unrealistic)
assumption of stationarity. We then proceed to discussing various general marking structures, such as the marks
having a common marginal distribution and the marks being (conditionally) independent. To study interactions
between functional marks, we further define new types of summary statistics (of arbitrary order), which we refer
to as weighted marked reduced moment measures and mark correlation functionals. These summary statistics are
essentially mark-test function-weighted summary statistics which have been restricted to pre-specified mark-
groupings. We study them in different contexts and show how they under different assumptions reduce to
different existing summary statistics. In addition, we provide non-parametric estimators for all the summary
statistics and show their unbiasedness. We also show how these summary statistic estimators can be employed
to carry out functional data analysis when the functional data-generating elements are spatially dependent
(according to an FMPP). We finally apply our summary statistic estimators to the data illustrated in the top
panels of Figure 1, in order to analyse population structures such as demographic evolution and sex ratio of
human population over time in Spanish provinces.
2 Functional marked point processes
Throughout, let X be a subset of d-dimensional Euclidean space Rd, d ě 1, which is either compact or given
by all of Rd. Denote by } ¨ } “ } ¨ }d the d-dimensional Euclidean norm, by BpX q the Borel sets of X Ă Rd and
by | ¨ | “ | ¨ |d the Lebesgue measure on X ;
ş
dx denotes integration w.r.t. | ¨ |. It will be clear from the context
whether | ¨ | is used for the Lebesgue measure or the absolute value. We denote by Bp¨qn the n-fold product of
an arbitrary Borel σ-algebra Bp¨q with itself. Moreover, we denote by µ1 b µ2 the product measure generated
by measures µ1 and µ2 and by µn1 the n-fold product of µ1 with itself. Recall further that a topological space
is called Polish if there is a metric/distance which generates the underlying topology and turns the space into
a complete and separable metric space. A closed ball of radius r ě 0, centred in x P S, where the space S is
equipped with a metric dSp¨, ¨q, will be denoted by BSrx, rs “ ty P S : dSpx, yq ď ru.
Consider a point process ΨG “ tXiuNi“1, N P N0 “ t0, 1, 2, . . . ,8u, on X (Illian et al., 2008; Chiu et al.,
2013). Throughout the paper we refer to ΨG as a ground/unmarked point process. To each point of ΨG we
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may attach a further random element, a so-called mark, in order to construct a marked point process Ψ. In
this paper, a mark is given by a k-dimensional random function/stochastic process Fiptq “ pFi1ptq, . . . , Fikptqq,
t P T Ă r0,8q, a functional mark, possibly together with some further random variable Li, which we refer to as
an auxiliary/latent mark. The resulting marked point process Ψ “ tpXi, pLi, FiqquNi“1, N P N0, will be referred
to as a functional marked point process (FMPP). The main purpose of including auxiliary marks is to control the
supports of the functional marks, on the one hand, and on the other hand they may serve as indicators/labels
for different types of points of the point process, in a classical multi-type point process sense.
2.1 Construction of functional marked point processes
To formally define an FMPP, we first need to specify the underlying mark space M. The general theory for
marked point processes (Daley and Vere-Jones, 2003, 2008; van Lieshout, 2000) allows us to consider any Polish
space M as mark space. Here we let the mark space be the Polish product space M “ A ˆ F given by the
product of
• a Borel subset A Q Li of some Euclidean space RkA , kA ě 1, referred to as the auxiliary/latent mark
space,
• a Polish function space F “ Uk Q Fi, k ě 1; each element f “ pf1, . . . , fkq P F “ Uk has components
fj : T Ñ R, j “ 1, . . . , k.
Note that due to the Polish structures of these spaces, the Borel sets ofM are given by the product σ-algebra
BpMq “ BpAˆ Fq “ BpAq b BpFq “ BpRkAq b BpUkq “ BpRqkA b BpUqk. Explicit examples of auxiliary and
functional mark spaces are given in Appendix C.
Let Y “ X ˆM and let Nlf be the collection of all point patterns, i.e. locally finite subsets ψ “
tpx1, l1, f1q, . . . , pxn, ln, fnqu Ă Y, n ě 0; n “ 0 corresponds to ψ “ H. Note that local finiteness means
that the cardinality ψpAq “ |ψ X A| is finite for any bounded Borel set A P BpYq. Denote the corresponding
counting measure σ-algebra on Nlf by Nlf (see Daley and Vere-Jones (2008, Chapter 9)); Nlf is the σ-algebra
generated by the mappings ψ ÞÑ ψpAq P N0, ψ P Nlf , A P BpYq. By construction, since point patterns here are
defined as subsets, all ψ P Nlf are simple, i.e. ψptpx, l, fquq ď ψGptxuq P t0, 1u for any px, l,mq P X ˆAˆ F .
Definition 1. Given some probability space pΩ,Σ,Pq, a point process Ψ “ tpX1, L1, F1q, . . . , pXN , LN , FN qu,
N P N0, on Y “ X ˆM “ X ˆAˆ F is a measurable mapping from pΩ,Σ,Pq to the space pNlf ,Nlf q.
If a point process Ψ on Y is such that the ground/unmarked point process ΨG “ tx : px, l, fq P Ψu is
a well defined point process in X , we call Ψ a (simple) functional marked point process (FMPP) and when
X Ă Rd´1 ˆ R, d ě 2, and ΨG is a spatio-temporal point process in X , we call Ψ a spatio-temporal FMPP.
Note that Ψ either may be treated as a locally finite random subset Ψ “ tpXi, Li, FiquNi“1 Ă Y, or as a
random counting measure
Ψp¨q “
ÿ
px,l,fqPΨ
δpx,l,fqp¨q “
Nÿ
i“1
δpXi,Li,Fiqp¨q
on pY,BpYqq with ground measure/process
ΨGp¨q “
ÿ
xPΨG
δxp¨q “
ÿ
px,l,fqPΨ
δpx,l,fqp¨ ˆAˆ Fq “
Nÿ
i“1
δXip¨q
on pX ,BpX qq. In the spatio-temporal case, it may be convenient to write ΨG “ tpXi, TiquNi“1 to emphasize that
each ground process point has a spatial component, Xi P Rd´1, as well as a temporal component Ti P R.
Remark 1. Since all of the underlying spaces are Polish, we may choose a metric dp¨, ¨q on Y which turns Y
into a complete and separable metric space, with metric topology given by the underlying Polish topology. E.g,
we may consider
dppx1, l1, f1q, px2, l2, f2qq “ maxtdX px1, x2q, dApl1, l2q, dF pf1, f2qu,
where dX px1, x2q “ }x1´x2}d and the metrics dAp¨, ¨q and dF p¨, ¨q make A and F complete and separable metrics
spaces (van Lieshout, 2000); when A “ RkA or A is a compact subset of RkA we may use dApl1, l2q “ }l1´l2}kA .
In the spatio-temporal case, it may be natural to consider dX ppx1, t1q, px2, t2qq “ maxt}x1 ´ x2}d´1, |t1 ´ t2|u,
px1, t1q, px2, t2q P X Ă Rd´1 ˆ R “ Rd (Cronie and van Lieshout, 2015), which is topologically equivalent to
dX ppx1, t1q, px2, t2qq “ }px1, t1q ´ px2, t2q}d.
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We will write P pRq “ PΨpRq “ Pptω P Ω : Ψpωq P Ruq, R P Nlf , for the distribution of Ψ, i.e. the probability
measure that Ψ induces on pNlf ,Nlf q. When X “ Rd, for any ψ P Nlf and any z P Rd, we will write ψ ` z to
denote
ř
px,l,fqPψ δpx`z,l,fq (or tpx` z, l,mq : px, l,mq P ψu), i.e. a shift of ψ in the ground space by the vector
z. If Ψ ` z d“ Ψ, i.e. PΨp¨q “ PΨ`zp¨q, for any z, we say that Ψ is stationary. Moreover, Ψ is isotropic if Ψ is
rotation invariant in the ground space, i.e. the rotated FMPP rΨ “ tprXi, Li, FiquNi“1 has the same distribution
as Ψ for any rotation r.
2.2 Components of FMPPs
We emphasize that any collection of elements tpX1, L1, F1q, . . . , pXn, Ln, Fnqu Ă Ψ, n ě 1, consists of the
combination of:
• a collection of random spatial locations X1, . . . , Xn P X ,
• a collection L1, . . . , Ln of random variables taking values in A,
• an n-dimensional random function/stochastic process tF1ptq, . . . , FnptqutPT P pRkqn, with realisations
in Fn; formally, this is an unordered collection of n stochastic processes in Rk with sample paths in
F “ Uk Ă tf |f : T Ñ Ruk.
In particular, ΨXˆA “ tpXi, LiquNi“1 is a marked point process of the usual kind, with locations in Rd
and marks in A Ă RkA , i.e. each auxiliary mark Li “ pL1i, . . . , LkAiq is given by a kA-dimensional random
vector. Depending on how A and the distributions of the Li’s are specified, we are able to consider an array
of different settings. E.g., if A “ t1, . . . , kdu, kd ě 2, each random variable Li has a discrete distribution on
A. Since ΨXˆA hereby becomes a multi-type/multivariate point process in Rd, one may call such FMPPs
multi-type/multivariate (Daley and Vere-Jones, 2003; van Lieshout, 2000; Gelfand et al., 2010). In Appendix C,
we look closer at specific choices for A. It is often convenient to write A “ Ad to emphasise when we have
a discrete auxiliary mark space, such as Ad “ t1, . . . , kdu, and A “ Ac to emphasise when have a continuous
space ((closure) of an open set), such as Ac “ RkA .
Within the current definition of FMPPs we may also consider the scenario where the auxiliary marks play
no role, and thereby may be ignored. This may be obtained by e.g. setting A “ tcu for some constant c P R, so
that all auxiliary marks attain the value c, or equivalently, setting Li “ c a.s. for any i “ 1, . . . , N , assuming
that c P A.
Note that when we want to consider functional marks with realisations given by functions fptq “ pf1ptq, . . . , fkptqq P
Rk, t P T , which describe spatial paths, we let k ě 2. Often the spatial locations Xi describe the initial location
of such a path and it is then natural to assume that d “ k ě 2 and fptq P X a.s. for any t P T . An application
here would be that the marks describe movements of animals, living within some spatial domain X ; recall Figure
1.
Recall that each functional mark Fiptq “ pFi1ptq, . . . , Fikptqq P Rk, t P T Ă r0,8q, i “ 1, . . . , N , is realised
in the measurable space pF ,BpFqq, where F “ Uk, k ě 1, and U are Polish function spaces (products of Polish
spaces are Polish). By conditioning Ψ on ΨXˆA, which includes conditioning on N , we obtain the random
functional
Ψ|ΨXˆA “ tF1|ΨXˆA, . . . , FN |ΨXˆAu “ tF1ptq|ΨXˆA, . . . , FN ptq|ΨXˆAutPT Ă F ,
which may be regarded as a stochastic process with dimension N and with the same marginal distributions
for all of its components. Due to the inherent temporally evolving nature of the functional marks, one may
further consider some filtration ΣT , and thus obtain a filtered probability space pΩ,Σ,ΣT ,Pq, such that all
Fi “ tFiptqutPT , i “ 1, . . . , N , are adapted to ΣT (see Appendix C.2 for more details).
Remark 2. Formally, Ψ|ΨXˆA may be obtained as the point process generated by the family of regular condi-
tional probabilities obtained by disintegrating PΨ with respect to the distribution of ΨXˆA on its point pattern
space (Daley and Vere-Jones, 2003, Appendix A1.5.).
We impose the Polish assumption on U in order to carry out the usual marked point process analysis (Daley
and Vere-Jones, 2003, 2008); note that U being Polish implies that F is Polish and BpFq “ BpUkq “ BpUqk.
However, choosing a Polish function space U is a delicate matter; note that Comas et al. (2011) did not address
this issue. In Appendix C.2, we consider functional mark spaces in more detail and there we cover the two most
natural choices for U , namely Skorohod spaces and Lp-spaces (Billingsley, 1999; Ethier and Kurtz, 1986; Jacod
and Shiryaev, 1987; Silvestrov, 2004). Note that these two classes of functions are not mutually exclusive.
Noting that, in general, the support supppfq “ tt P T : fptq ‰ 0u Ă T of a function f P F need not be
given by all of T , in some contexts it may be natural to let ΨXˆA govern the supports supppFiq “ tt P T :
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Fiptq ‰ 0 P Rku, i “ 1, . . . , N . To illustrate this idea, consider the case where d “ 1 and X “ T “ r0,8q,
so that ΨG “ tTiuNi“1 Ă r0,8q is a temporal point process. In addition, assume that kA “ 1 and that each
auxiliary mark Li is some non-negative random variable, such as an exponentially distributed one, which does
not depend on ΨG. Let us think of Ti and Li as a point’s birth time and lifetime, respectively. Defining the
corresponding death time as Di “ Ti ` Li, we may then e.g. let
Fiptq|ΨXˆA “ pFi1ptq|ΨXˆA, . . . , Fikptq|ΨXˆAq “ 0
for all t R rTi, Diq a.s., where 0 is the k-dimensional vector of 0s. Note further that there in addition to this
may exist t P rTi, Diq such that Fiptq|ΨXˆA “ 0 in some way (e.g. absorption), which is something governed
by the distribution of tFiptq|ΨXˆAutPT on F . An explicit construction to obtain this when k “ 1 would e.g. be
Fiptq “ 1rTi,DiqptqYippt´ Tiq ^ 0q, t P T , for some stochastic process Y ptq, t P r0,8q, which starts in 0.
2.3 Reference measures and reference stochastic processes
For the purpose of integration, among other things, we need a reference measure on pY,BpYqq. We let it be
given by the product measure
νpC ˆD ˆ Eq “r| ¨ | b νMspC ˆ pD ˆ Eqq “ |C|νMpD ˆ Eq “ |C|rνA b νF sspD ˆ Eq “ |C|νApDqνF pEq, (1)
where C ˆ D ˆ E P BpYq “ BpX q b BpAq b BpFq and we note that, as usual, the reference measure on the
ground space X is given by the Lebesgue measure | ¨ | “ | ¨ |d on X Ă Rd, d ě 1. Moreover, we need νM to be a
finite measure so both νA and νF need to be finite measures on pA,BpAqq and pF ,BpFqq, respectively.
Regarding the reference measure on the auxiliary mark space, in Appendix C we provide a few examples
based on different choices for A. Most noteworthy here is that if A “ Ad is a discrete space then νA “ νAd is a
discrete measure νAdp¨q “
ř
iPAd ∆iδip¨q, ∆i ě 0 (e.g. the counting measure, given by ∆i ” 1), if A “ Ac is a
continuous space then we may choose νA “ νAc to be the kA-dimensional Lebesgue measure on A, and if A is
unbounded, e.g. A “ RkA , then we may choose νA to be some probability measure. If A “ Ad ˆAc is given by
a product of a discrete and a continuous space, then νA can be taken to be a product measure νAd b νAc .
Turning to the functional mark space pF ,BpFqq, consider some suitable reference random function/stochastic
process
XF “ pXF1 , . . . , XFk q : pΩ,Σ,Pq Ñ pF ,BpFqq “ pUk,BpUqkq, (2)
Ω Q ω ÞÑ XF pωq “ pXF1 pωq, . . . , XFk pωqq “ tpXF1 pt;ωq, . . . , XFk pt;ωqqutPT P Uk “ F ,
where each XF pωq is commonly referred to as a sample path/realisation of XF . This random element induces
a probability measure
νF pEq “ Pptω P Ω : XF pωq P Euq, E P BpFq, (3)
on F , which we will employ as our reference measure on F . Note that the joint distribution on pFn,BpFnqq
of n independent copies of XF is given by νnF , the n-fold product measure of νF with itself. Moreover, if there
is a suitable measure νU on U , we let νF “ νkU . Specifically, νF , or XF , should be chosen such that suitable
absolute continuity results can be applied. More specifically, the distribution PY on pFn,BpFnqq, n ě 1, of
some stochastic process Y “ tY ptqutPT P Fn “ pUkqn of interest should have some (functional) density/Radon-
Nikodym derivative fY with respect to νnF , i.e. PY pEq “
ş
E
fY pfqνnF pdfq “ EνnF r1EfY s, E P BpFnq. Note that
Kolmogorov’s consistency theorem allows us to specify the (abstract) distribution PY of Y through its finite
dimensional distributions (on pRkqn).
In many situations, a natural choice for νF is a Gaussian measure on BpFq, i.e. one corresponding to some
Gaussian process XF , or the distribution corresponding to a Markov process XF : pΩ,Σ,Pq Ñ pF ,BpFqq.
An often natural choice, which satisfies both of these properties, is the k-dimensional standard Brownian
motion/Wiener process
XF “W “ tW ptqutPT “ tpW1ptq, . . . ,WkptqqutPT P F “ Uk,
which is generated by the corresponding Wiener measureWF on BpFq. In certain cases one speaks of an abstract
Wiener space or Cameron-Martin space. Here issues related to absolute continuity have been extensively studied,
and explicit constructions of Radon-Nikodym derivatives involve e.g. the Cameron-Martin-Girsanov (change of
measure) theorem. For discussions, overviews and detailed accounts, see e.g. Kallenberg (2006); Rajput (1972);
Maniglia and Rhandi (2004); Skorohod (1967) and the references therein.
Note that integration of a measurable function h with respect to ν satisfies
ş
Y hpx, l, fqνpdpx, l, fqq “ş
X
ş
A
ş
F hpx, l, fqdxνApdlqνF pdfq “
ş
X
ş
A
ş
Uk hpx, l, f1, . . . , fkqdxνApdlqνU pdf1q ¨ ¨ ¨ νU pdfkq; whenever the aux-
iliary marks are (partially) discrete, the integral over A is (partially) replaced by a sum.
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3 FMPP examples
The class of FMPPs provides a framework to give structure to a series of existing models and it allows for
the construction of new important models and modelling frameworks, which have uses in different applications.
Below we provide some examples of explicit mark structures, which may be considered when constructing FMPP
models. In Appendix D we further provide examples of classical point process models which are functional
marked and in Appendix B we provide a few (further) examples of applications.
3.1 Point processes with real valued marks
Besides the fact that ΨXˆA is already a marked point process with real valued marks, letting each Fi a.s.
take values in the class tf : T Ñ Rk is constantu Ă F “ Uk the functional marks are given by the random
vectors Fiptq ” ξi P Rk, t P T , i “ 1, . . . N , and we may replace Ψ with the marked point process Ψ¯ “
tpXi, Li, ξiq; pXi, Liq P ΨXˆAu Ă X ˆ A ˆ Rk with real-valued marks pLi, ξiq. When Li is a discrete random
variable which describes the point types (recall Section 2.2 and Appendix C.1), Ψ¯ is a multi-type point process
with k-variate real valued marks.
3.2 Conditionally deterministic functional marks
It may naturally be the case that Ψ|ΨXˆA is not random, i.e. Ψ|ΨXˆA “ tf1, . . . , fNu for some given determin-
istic functions f1, . . . , fN P F (obtained by letting the distribution of Ψ|ΨXˆA be given by a product of Dirac
masses on F); in Appendix C, we look closer at this scenario. One example of this is the growth-interaction
process (Comas, 2009; Comas et al., 2011; Cronie, 2012; Cronie and Särkkä, 2011; Cronie et al., 2013; Renshaw
and Comas, 2009; Renshaw et al., 2009; Renshaw and Särkkä, 2001; Särkkä and Renshaw, 2006), which is one of
the models having given rise to a substantial part of the ideas underlying the current construction of FMPPs. In
Appendix A we review the growth-interaction process within the setting of FMPPs and indicate some extensions
for it. Note further that some of the other modelling frameworks provided below (partially) also fit into this
framework.
3.3 Marking with random closed sets – geometric interpretation
We next illustrate how (spatio-temporal) FMPPs may be used to generate (spatio-temporal) point processes
marked by random closed sets.
Consider a (spatio-temporal) FMPP Ψ where the spatial locations Xi are located in some subset of R2 and
k “ 1, i.e. F “ U , so that Fiptq “ Fi1ptq P R, t P T . In certain settings, such as in the forestry setting,
one approach to visualising Ψ is obtained by letting the Euclidean disk/ball with centre Xi and radius Fiptq,
illustrate the space occupied by the ith point of Ψ at time t P T ; we here use the convention that a ball is empty
if r ď 0. Now, consider the following temporally evolving random closed set (Chiu et al., 2013):
Ξptq “
Nď
i“1
BX rXi, Fiptqs Ă R2, t P T ,
Ξ “
ż
T
Ξpdtq “
Nď
i“1
Ξi “
Nď
i“1
tpx, tq P R2 ˆ T : Fiptq ą 0, }Xi ´ x} ď Fiptqu.
We see that whenever supppFiq is a.s. bounded, each deformed cylinder Ξi is a.s. a compact subset of R2ˆR “ R3
if suptPT Fiptq ă 8 a.s.. We further note that we may consider the marked point processes tpXi,ΞiquNi“1 andtpXi, BX rXi, FiptqsquNi“1, which are point processes with marks given by random closed sets. Hence, FMPPs
provide a way of defining e.g. spatio-temporal Boolean models. Figure 2 illustrates a realisation of such a
spatio-temporal random closed set Ξ.
The cross section of Ξ at a given time t gives us Ξptq; in the context of e.g. forest stand modelling, Ξptq gives us
the geometric representation of the cross section of the forest stand at time t, at some given height (usually breast
height). Note, in addition, that when X is bounded, depending on the form of the functional marks, we may
derive geometric properties such as the expected coverage proportion pi|X |
ř8
n“0
řn
i“1 ErFiptq2|ΨXˆAsPpN “ nq
of X at time t (provided that the disks do not overlap).
The auxiliary marks may clearly play different roles here. E.g., we may consider a multivariate spatio-
temporal random closed set Ξ by setting A “ t1, . . . , kdu, d ě 2. In addition, recalling the discussion on
birth times and lifetimes in Section 2.2, assume that the ground process ΨG “ tpXi, TiquNi“1 Ă R2 ˆ T is a
spatio-temporal point process and that each auxiliary mark Li is a non-negative random variable. Calling Li
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Figure 2: An illustration of a realisation of a spatio-temporal random set Ξ.
the lifetime and Ti the birth time of the ith point, by defining the corresponding death time Di “ Ti ` Li and
assuming that Fiptq|ΨXˆA “ 0 for all t R rTi, Diq, we obtain that
Ξptq “
ď
i:tPrTi,Diq,Fiptqą0
BX rXi, Fiptqs, t P T ,
Ξ “
Nď
i“1
tpx, tq P R2 ˆ rTi, Diq : Fiptq ą 0, }Xi ´ x} ď Fiptqu.
Note that depending on the assumed supports for the lifetimes (bounded/unbounded), we may also absorb Ti
into the auxiliary mark.
3.4 Spatio-temporal geostatistical marking
For a marked point process with real valued marks, one often speaks of geostatistical marking/random field
marking. This is the case where, conditionally on ΨG “ tXiuNi“1, the associated mark is given by ZXi , i “
1, . . . , N , where Z “ tZxuxPX is some suitable random field. This may be regarded as sampling the random field
Z at random locations tXiuNi“1. Note that this definition is slightly more general than the definition usually
encountered in the literature, where one typically assumes that Z is independent of ΨG (Illian et al., 2008;
Baddeley et al., 2016). One setting which falls within this more general definition, where there is not necessarily
independence between Z and ΨG, is intensity-weighted marking; for more details see Section 3.6 and Ho and
Stoyan (2008).
Within the FMPP-context, the idea of geostatistical marking may be extended to the case where the marks
are coming from a spatio-temporal random field Z “ tZxptqupx,tqPXˆT .
Definition 2. Consider a spatio-temporal k-dimensional random field Zxptq P Rk, px, tq P X ˆ T , k ě 1.
If conditionally on ΨXˆA the functional marks of an FMPP Ψ are given by Fi “ tZXiptqutPT P F “ Uk,
i “ 1, . . . , N , we say that Ψ has the spatio-temporal geostatistical marking property, or that the spatio-temporal
random field Z is sampled at random spatial locations.
To provide an example of a model structure where we exploit spatio-temporal geostatistical marking, consider
a multi-type spatio-temporal FMPP Ψ “ tppXi, Tiq, Li, FiquNi“1, with spatio-temporal ground process ΨG “tpXi, TiquNi“1 Ă X Ă Rd ˆ r0,8q and auxiliary marks Li “ pL1i, L2iq P A “ Ad ˆ Ac Ă R ˆ R, where L1i is a
discrete random variable which takes values in Ad “ t1, . . . , kdu, kd ě 2, and L2i is a continuous random variable
with values in Ac “ r0,8q (see Appendix C.1 for details on auxiliary mark spaces). In addition, viewing Ti and
L2i as the birth time and the lifetime of the ith point, respectively, define the death time of the ith point as
Di “ Ti`L2i. Given a.s. non-negative spatio-temporal random fields Z1xptq, . . . , Zkdx ptq P r0,8q, px, tq P X ˆ T ,
i.e. one for each possible value of L1i (one for each class label), we let
Fiptq “ 1rTi,Diqptq
kdÿ
j“1
1tL1i “ juZjXippt´ Tiq ^ 0q.
In words, we have a population of kd different species, where for specie j P t1, . . . , kdu,
• the space-time locations are given by tpXi, Tiq : pXi, Ti, pL1i, L2iqq P ΨXˆA X X ˆ tju ˆAcu Ă X ,
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• the size, i.e. the functional mark, of individual i of specie j is given by Fiptq “ 1rTi,DiqptqZjXippt´Tiq^0q,
where the birth time Ti determines when its size starts changing and its death time Di “ Ti ` L2i
determines when its size becomes 0 again.
To exemplify further, in the forestry context, Zjxptq, px, tq P X ˆ T , could model the height/diameter at breast
hight of the trees of specie j.
3.4.1 Spatio-temporal geostatistical prediction with sampling location errors
When observations have been made of a spatio-temporal functional process, at a set of fixed known spatial
locations xi P X , i “ 1, . . . , n, one often speaks of geostatistical functional data. More specifically, given some
underlying spatio-temporal random field/functional process
 
Zxptq : x P X Ă Rd, t P T
(
, we assume that we
observe a set of functions, or rather spatially located curves pZx1ptq, . . . , Zxnptqq, obtained by sampling Z at
locations xi P X , i “ 1, . . . , n, for t P T “ ra, bs, which define the set of functional observations. Each function
is assumed to belong to F “ U “ L2pT q. The class of related data types comprise a broad family of spatially
dependent functional data. For a good account on these types of data, the reader is referred to Delicado et al.
(2010); Giraldo et al. (2010, 2011) and the references therein.
Consider now the scenario where one would perform some geostatistical analysis within the setting described
above when, in addition, there is uncertainty in the monitoring locations xi, i “ 1, . . . , n. This positioning error
may be the result of imprecise positioning instruments, positional coordinate rounding or human error, e.g. map
reading (Cressie and Kornak, 2003). In the purely spatial setting and in the case of a random field Z sampled
at randomly perturbed locations, geostatistical inference has been treated by e.g. Chilès and Delfiner (2012);
Cressie and Kornak (2003) to some extent; Cressie and Kornak (2003) use the terms coordinate positioning model
and feature positioning model. Note that one here samples the random field/spatial functional process Z at the
spatial locations Xi “ xi ` εi, i “ 1, . . . , n, where εi is a d-dimensional random vector (Chilès and Delfiner,
2012). When each εi “ εpxiq is generated through some random error field εpxq, x P X , the locations xi may
be dependently perturbed, whereby the sampling locations Xi become spatially dependent; if εpxq, x P X , is
given by a white noise field, then the locations xi become independently perturbed. We see that ΨG “ tXiuni“1
constitutes a spatial point process with a fixed number of points n; recall that binomial point processes and
simple sequential inhibition processes are examples of point processes with predetermined total point counts
(van Lieshout, 2000). Now, an FMPP is obtained by assigning Fi “ tZXiptqu, t P T , to Xi P ΨG as functional
mark. Consequently, the geostatistical framework could be extended to incorporate such randomness in the
sampling locations. Giraldo et al. (2010) treat the deterministic case, i.e. εi ” 0, and consider the estimatorĄZx0ptq “ ĄZx0pt|x1, . . . , xn;λq “ řni“1 λpxi, tqZxiptq, where λ : X ˆ T Ñ R belongs to L2pX ˆ T q, for prediction
of the marginal random process tZx0ptqutPT , x0 P X . Assuming that the locations are in fact random, we obtain
the predictor yZx0ptq “ řni“1 λpXi, tqZXiptq “ řni“1 λpXi, tqFiptq and the associated prediction problem may
now be expressed as minimising (Giraldo et al., 2010)
λ ÞÑ E
„ż
T
pyZx0ptq ´ Zx0ptqq2dt “ E
»–ż
T
˜
nÿ
i“1
λpXi, tqZXiptq ´ Zx0ptq
¸2
dt
fifl
“
ż
Xn
Ev1,...,vn
„ż
T
´ĄZx0pt|v1, . . . , vn;λq ´ Zx0ptq¯2 dt ρpnqG pv1, . . . , vnqdv1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dvn
with respect to λ : X ˆ T Ñ R in L2pX ˆ T q such that řni“1 λpxi ` εi, tq “ 1 for all t P T . This follows by
the Campbell-Mecke formula and Fubini’s theorem. Here ρpnqG is the nth product density of the ground process
ΨG “ tXiuni“1 and Ex1,...,xnr¨s denotes expectation under the n-point Palm distribution of ΨG (see Section
6.1). We interpret λ ÞÑ Ev1,...,vnrşT pĄZx0pt|v1, . . . , vn;λq ´ Zx0ptqq2dts as the function to be minimised under
deterministic sampling (εi ” 0), when the spatial sampling locations are given by v1, . . . , vn P X ; we weight this
by ρpnqG pv1, . . . , vnqdv1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dvn, which may be interpreted as the infinitesimal probability that ΨG has points at
v1, . . . , vn.
3.5 Constructed functional marks
Another important class of marks are constructed marks which, paraphrasing Illian et al. (2008), are marks
reflecting the geometries of point configurations in neighbourhoods of the individual points. In particular, they
are sometimes used to identify points that are different from the normal points in a point pattern (Illian et al.,
2008; Stoyan and Stoyan, 1994). Constructed marks are either numerical or functional and here we consider
constructed functional marks (CFMs); for further details on constructed numerical marks, see e.g. Illian et al.
(2008).
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A broad class of CFMs can be obtained by using the idea of LISA (Local Indicators of Spatial Association)
functions. Formally, a LISA function for a point Xi P ΨG is a statistic which describes local dependence
with respect to Xi. Explicitly, LISA functions, which may be incorporated as functional marks, are constructed
through a function Sp¨q such that Sph,Xi; ΨGztXiuq “ Fiphq, h P T “ r0,8q, where Fi (possibly with additional
parameters) has sample paths in F “ U . Loosely speaking, h is a given distance which specifies which points
Xj P ΨGztXiu should be included in an h-neighbourhood of Xi, in order to determine the local h-distance
dependence (Anselin, 1995).
In the context of spatial point processes, Getis and Franklin (1987) used a local version of a Ripley K-
function estimator, i.e. an estimator of the individual K-function at point Xi P ΨG, given by Fiphq “ KXiphq “
ΨGpBX rXi, hsztXiuq “ ΨGpBX rXi, hsq´1, to show that points can exhibit different behaviours when examined
at different scales of analysis. Collins and Cressie (2001) developed second order product density LISA functions
to examine the behaviour of the individual points in a point pattern in terms of their relation to the neighbouring
points at several scales simultaneously. This allows for identifying points with similar neighbourhood structures.
These two are examples of CFMs that can be attached to points of a point process to turn it into an FMPP.
For more examples of CFMs in terms of LISA functions, see Illian et al. (2008) and the references therein.
3.6 Intensity-dependent marks
A step forward in the marking of stationary unmarked point processes is to allow the distributions of the marks
to be dependent on the local intensity, as suggested by Ho and Stoyan (2008); Myllymäki and Penttinen (2009)
in the context of stationary log-Gaussian Cox processes (Møller et al., 1998; Møller and Waagepetersen, 2004).
This intensity-dependent marking assumes conditional independence to hold for the marks, given the random
intensity. Heuristically, these models allow the marks to be large/small in areas of low/high point intensity and
small/large in areas of high/low point intensity. For instance, in forest stands, where there is spatial competition
for resources, small marks would mean that many trees are located close to each other. For log-Gaussian Cox
processes, intensity-dependent marking leads to a correlation of the marks which is affected by the second order
properties of the unmarked Cox process ΨG. The set-up developed in Myllymäki and Penttinen (2009) allows
the mean and the variance of the mark distribution to be affected by the local intensity, and this setup has been
employed for the marking of log Gaussian Cox processes. Here one may test for mark independence as well as
for independence between marks and locations (Grabarnik et al., 2011; Schlather et al., 2004).
For a spatio-temporal point process ΨG “ tpXi, TiquNi“1 with intensity ρGp¨q (see Section 4), in the current
FMPP context we may extend these ideas as follows.
Definition 3. A spatio-temporal FMPP Ψ with ground process ΨG “ tpXi, TiquNi“1 Ă X Ă Rd´1 ˆ T , d ě 2,
with intensity ρGp¨q, is said to have spatio-temporal intensity-dependent marks if, conditionally on ΨG and the
auxiliary marks, the functional marks Fiptq, t P T , i “ 1, . . . , N , are given as functions t ÞÑ hpρGpXi, tqq, t P T ,
i “ 1, . . . , N , for some (random) function h : RÑ R.
For instance, we may have
Fiptq|ΨXˆA “ a` bρGpXi, tq ` εpXi, tq, a, b P R,
where εpx, tq is a spatio-temporal zero mean Gaussian noise process. This can also be seen as an example of
geostatistical marking. Further, note that spatio-temporal intensity-dependent marking falls in the category of
conditionally deterministic functional marks if the function hp¨q is deterministic.
4 Moment characteristics for FMPPs
Besides illustrating the connections above, the aim of this paper is to consider different statistical approaches
which allow us to analyse point pattern data with functional marks. For a wide range of summary statistics,
the core elements are intensity functions and higher order product density functions. We next consider product
densities and intensity reweighted product densities for FMPPs. In Appendix C we look closer at what these
entities look like under various auxiliary and functional mark space choices.
4.1 Product densities and intensity functionals
Let Ψ be an FMPP with ground process ΨG. Given some n ě 1 and some measurable functional h : Yn “
Xn ˆAn ˆ Fn Ñ r0,8q, consider
α
pnq
h “ E
”ÿ‰
px1,l1,f1q,...,pxn,ln,fnqPΨ hppx1, l1, f1q, . . . , pxn, ln, fnqq
ı
. (4)
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Here
ř‰ denotes summation over distinct n-tuples. We first note that the nth order factorial moment measure
αpnqpA1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Anq of Ψ is retrieved by letting h be the indicator function for the set A1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ An “
pC1 ˆ D1 ˆ E1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ pCn ˆ Dn ˆ Enq P BpYnq “ BpX ˆMqn “ BpX ˆ A ˆ Fqn. Note further that αpnq
coincides with the nth ordermoment measure µpnqpA1ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆAnq “ ErΨpA1q ¨ ¨ ¨ΨpAnqs when A1, . . . , An P BpYq
are disjoint.
Assume next that the nth order (functional) product density ρpnq, i.e. the Radon-Nikodym derivative of αpnq
with respect to the n-fold product of the reference measure ν in (1) with itself, exists. We have that αpnq and
ρpnq satisfy the following Campbell formula (Chiu et al., 2013):
α
pnq
h “
ż
XˆAˆF
¨ ¨ ¨
ż
XˆAˆF
hppx1, l1, f1q, . . . , pxn, ln, fnqqαpnqpdppx1, l1, f1q, . . . , pxn, ln, fnqqq (5)
“
ż
XˆAˆF
¨ ¨ ¨
ż
XˆAˆF
hppx1, l1, f1q, . . . , pxn, ln, fnqqρpnqppx1, l1, f1q, . . . , pxn, ln, fnqq
nź
i“1
dxiνApdliqνF pdfiqloooooooooomoooooooooon
“νpdxiˆdliˆdfiq
.
Heuristically, ρpnqppx1, l1, f1q, . . . , pxn, ln, fnqqśni“1 νpdpxi, li, fiqq is interpreted as the probability of having
ground process points in the infinitesimal neighbourhoods dx1, . . . , dxn Ă X of x1, . . . , xn, with associated
marks belonging to the infinitesimal neighbourhoods dpl1, f1q, . . . , dpln, fnq Ă A ˆ F of the mark locations
pl1, f1q, . . . , pln, fnq.
Turning to the ground process ΨG, through αpnq we may define the nth order ground factorial moment
measure αpnqG p¨q “ αpnqp¨ ˆ A ˆ Fq and its Radon-Nikodym derivative ρpnqG with respect to the n-fold product| ¨ |n of the Lebesgue measure | ¨ | with itself, which is called the nth order ground product density. Note that
by letting the function h in (5) be a function on X only, we obtain a Campbell formula for the ground process
ΨG. Moreover, by the existence of ρ
pnq
G and ρ
pnq, it follows that (Heinrich, 2013)
ρpnqppx1, l1, f1q, . . . , pxn, ln, fnqq “ QMx1,...,xnppl1, f1q, . . . , pln, fnqqρpnqG px1, . . . , xnq (6)
“ QFpx1,l1q,...,pxn,lnqpf1, . . . , fnqQAx1,...,xnpl1, . . . , lnqρpnqG px1, . . . , xnq,
where
QAx1,...,xn : An Ñ r0,8q, x1, . . . , xn P X , (7)
QFpx1,l1q,...,pxn,lnq : Fn “ pUkqn Ñ r0,8q, px1, l1q, . . . , pxn, lnq P X ˆA, (8)
are densities of the families
PAx1,...,xnpD1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆDnq “
ż
D1ˆ¨¨¨ˆDn
QAx1,...,xnpl1, . . . , lnqνApdl1q ¨ ¨ ¨ νApdlnq, (9)
PFpx1,l1q,...,pxn,lnqpE1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Enq “
ż
E1ˆ¨¨¨ˆEn
QFpx1,l1q,...,pxn,lnqpf1, . . . , fnq
nź
i“1
νF pdfiq, (10)
pD1 ˆE1q, . . . , pDn ˆEnq P BpMq “ BpAˆFq, of (regular) conditional probability distributions. We interpret
QAx1,...,xnp¨q as the density of the conditional joint probability distribution of n auxiliary marks in A, given
that Ψ indeed has n points at the locations x1, . . . , xn P X . Similarly, QFpx1,l1q,...,pxn,lnqp¨q is interpreted as the
density of the conditional joint probability distribution of n functional marks in F , given that ΨG has points
at the n locations x1, . . . , xn P X with attached auxiliary marks l1, . . . , ln P A. Recalling Sections 2.2 and
2.3, we see that PFpx1,l1q,...,pxn,lnqp¨q represents the probability distribution on pFn,BpFnqq of n components of
Ψ|ΨXˆA “ tF1|ΨXˆA, . . . , FN |ΨXˆAu, which may be seen as an n-dimensional random function/stochastic
process tF1ptq|ΨXˆA, . . . , Fnptq|ΨXˆAutPT Ă F . This distribution is absolutely continuous with respect to
the reference measure νnF , i.e. the distribution of an n-dimensional version of the reference process X
F , with
density given by (8). Note that ρpnq is (partly) a functional since one of its component, QFpx1,l1q,...,pxn,lnqp¨q, is a
functional; here, we use the term ’functional’ for any mapping which takes a function as one of its arguments.
The two regular probability distribution families (9) and (10) constitute the so-called n-point mark distributions
(Chiu et al., 2013):
PMx1,...,xnppD1 ˆ E1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ pDn ˆ Enqq “
ż
D1ˆ¨¨¨ˆDn
PFpx1,l1q,...,pxn,lnqpE1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ EnqPAx1,...,xnpdpl1, . . . , lnqq
“
ż
pD1ˆE1qˆ¨¨¨ˆpDnˆEnq
QMx1,...,xnppl1, f1q, . . . , pln, fnqq
nź
i“1
νApdliqνF pdfiq.
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The intensity measure is given by µpAq “ µp1qpAq “ αp1qpAq “ ErΨpAqs, A “ C ˆD ˆE P BpYq, and since
ρp1q exists,
µpAq “
ż
CˆDˆE
ρp1qpx, l, fqdxνApdlqνF pdfq “
ż
CˆDˆE
QFpx,lqpfqQAx plqρGpxqdxνApdlqνF pdfq (11)
and we refer to
ρpx, l, fq “ ρp1qpx, l, fq “ QFpx,lqpfqQAx plqρGpxq
as the intensity functional of the FMPP Ψ. Here ρGp¨q “ ρp1qG p¨q is the intensity of the ground process, ΨG.
We finally point out that ρpnqG and ρpnq are in fact the intensity function and the intensity functional of the
point processes
Ψn‰G “ tpx1, . . . , xnq P Ψn : xi ‰ xj if i ‰ ju Ă Xn, (12)
Ψn‰ “ tppx1, l1, f1q, . . . , pxn, ln, fnqq P Ψn : pxi, li, fiq ‰ pxj , lj , fjq if i ‰ ju
a.s.“ tppx1, l1, f1q, . . . , pxn, ln, fnqq P Ψn : xi ‰ xj if i ‰ ju Ă pX ˆAˆ Fqn,
respectively; the last equality follows since Ψ is a marked point process.
4.2 Correlation functionals
Pair correlation functions, which are not in fact correlations in the usual sense, are valuable tools for studying
second order dependence properties of point processes. These may be generalised to arbitrary orders n ě 2
to characterise n-point interactions between the points of a point process, and here in the FMPP context we
will refer to them as correlation functionals. Assuming that ρ and ρpnq, n ě 1, exist, the nth order correlation
functional is defined as
g
pnq
Ψ ppx1, l1, f1q, . . . , pxn, ln, fnqq “
ρpnqppx1, l1, f1q, . . . , pxn, ln, fnqq
ρpx1, l1, f1q ¨ ¨ ¨ ρpxn, ln, fnq (13)
“ γMx1,...,xnppl1, f1q, . . . , pln, fnqqgpnqG px1, . . . , xnq,
where
γMx1,...,xnppl1, f1q, . . . , pln, fnqq “ γFpx1,l1q,...,pxn,lnqpf1, . . . , fnqγAx1,...,xnpl1, . . . , lnq, (14)
γAx1,...,xnpl1, . . . , lnq “
QAx1,...,xnpl1, . . . , lnq
QAx1pl1q ¨ ¨ ¨QAxnplnq
,
γFpx1,l1q,...,pxn,lnqpf1, . . . , fnq “
QFpx1,l1q,...,pxn,lnqpf1, . . . , fnq
QFpx1,l1qpf1q ¨ ¨ ¨QFpxn,lnqpfnq
and
g
pnq
G px1, . . . , xnq “
ρ
pnq
G px1, . . . , xnq
ρGpx1q ¨ ¨ ¨ ρGpxnq
is the nth order correlation function of the ground process, ΨG. Note that γFpx1,l1q,...,pxn,lnqp¨q represents
the conditional joint density of n functional marks, given their associated locations and auxiliary marks,
divided by the conditional marginal densities of these functional marks, given their corresponding associ-
ated locations and auxiliary marks. An analogous interpretation holds for the second term, but then re-
garding the auxiliary marks instead and conditioned only on the locations. The particular case n “ 2, i.e.,
g
p2q
Ψ ppx1, l1, f1q, px2, l2, f2qq “ γMx1,x2ppl1, f1q, pl2, f2qqgp2qG px1, x2q, is referred to as the pair correlation functional
(pcf) and we note that gp2qG px1, x2q “ ρp2qG px1, x2q{pρGpx1qρGpx2qq is the pair correlation function of the ground
process (Baddeley et al., 2000; Chiu et al., 2013). When n “ 2, the first term on the right hand side in (13)
may be expressed as γAx1,x2pl1, l2qQFpx1,l1q,px2,l2qpf1|f2q{QFpx1,l1qpf1q, where QFpx1,l1q,px2,l2qpf1|f2q represents a con-
ditional density on F of one functional mark, F1, given another functional mark, F2, as well as the associated
locations and auxiliary marks.
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5 FMPP model structures
We next look closer at a few structural distributional assumptions and model structures for FMPPs. In the
context of the auxiliary marks we have already highlighted some effects of imposing different independence
assumptions on the marks. Here, we mainly focus on two assumptions which will play a role in the statistical
analysis: common marginal mark distributions and (location-dependent) independent marking. In Appendix D
we further provide a few different functional marked classical point process models.
5.1 Common mark distributions
An assumption which may be realistic in a variety of different contexts is that the marks are not necessarily
independent but they have the same marginal distributions. We next look closer at this setting and we note
that the statements below should be understood in an almost everywhere (a.e.) setting.
Definition 4. Let Ψ be an FMPP with ground process ΨG and consider the following scenarios, defined condi-
tionally on ΨG.
• Ψ has a common (marginal) mark distribution: The marginal 1-dimensional distributions of all marks
pLi, Fiq, i “ 1, . . . , N , are the same, i.e. they do not depend on the spatial locations. Here the 1-point
mark distributions PMx pD ˆ Eq “
ş
D
PFpx,lqpEqPAx pdlq, x P X , D ˆ E P Aˆ F , satisfy
PMx pD ˆ Eq ” PMpD ˆ Eq “
ż
DˆE
QMpl, fqνMpdpl, fqq “
ż
DˆE
QFl pfqQAplqνApdlqνF pdfq,
for some probability measure PMpD ˆ Eq, which has density QMpl, fq “ QFl pfqQAplq with respect to
νM “ νAbνF . This is e.g. the case when Ψ is stationary (Schneider and Weil, 2008, Thm 3.5.1.); PMp¨q
is then commonly referred to as the mark distribution.
• Ψ has a common (marginal) functional mark distribution: Each Fi|ΨXˆA P Ψ|ΨXˆA, i “ 1, . . . , N , has
the same marginal distribution on pF ,BpFqq, which neither depends on its spatial location nor its auxiliary
mark. Here PFpx,lq ” PF and QFpx,lq ” QF , px, lq P X ˆA.
Under the assumption of a common mark distribution, it may further be the case that the common mark
distribution PM coincides with the reference measure νM “ νA b νF (so νA and νF must be probability
measures), which implies that QMpl, fq “ QFl pfqQAplq ” 1 and the correlation functionals satisfy
g
pnq
Ψ ppx1, l1, f1q, . . . , pxn, ln, fnqq “ QFpx1,l1q,...,pxn,lnqpf1, . . . , fnqQAx1,...,xnpl1, . . . , lnqgpnqG px1, . . . , xnq. (15)
E.g., νA may be a Bernoulli distribution with parameter p P r0, 1s and A “ Ad “ t0, 1u, and νF a Wiener
measure WF , whereby (marginally) Li is a Bernoulli random variable and Fi is a Brownian motion, which are
independent of each other.
Under the weaker assumption that Ψ has a common functional mark distribution, recalling the reference
process XF in (2), which has νF as distribution, when additionally PF “ νF we here obtain that, marginally,
each component Fi|ΨXˆA, i “ 1, . . . , N , has the same distribution asXF . To provide an example for this setting,
note e.g. that for the (stochastic) growth-interaction model, conditionally on N “ 1, i.e. Ψ “ tpX1, L1, F1qu, we
have that the distribution of F1|ΨXˆA “ tF1ptq|pX1, L1qutPT does not change with pX1, L1q.
Remark 3. Note that when Ψ has a common functional mark distribution we do not necessarily assume that
there is a common (marginal) auxiliary mark distribution, i.e. that ΨXˆA has a common mark distribution.
Under such an assumption, all Li|ΨG, i “ 1, . . . , N , have the same marginal distributions, which do not depend
on the spatial locations, whereby PAx ” PA and QAx ” QA, x P X . Hence, if there is a common auxiliary mark
distribution as well as a common functional mark distribution, it follows that PMx pD ˆ Eq ” PMpD ˆ Eq “
PF pEqPApDq, D ˆ E P A ˆ F , x P X , i.e. Li and Fi are conditionally independent for any i “ 1, . . . , N .
This is a stronger assumption than the assumption of a common mark distribution and it holds e.g. when
PM “ νM “ νA b νF .
5.2 Location-dependent independent marking and random labelling
We next turn to two common notions of mark independence: location-dependent independent marking and
random labelling.
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Definition 5. We say that an FMPP Ψ is (location-dependent) independently marked if, conditional on its
ground process ΨG, all marks pLi, Fiq, i “ 1, . . . , N , are independent but not necessarily identically distributed
(Daley and Vere-Jones, 2003, Definition 6.4.III).
By further adding the assumption of a common marginal mark distribution to independent marking, so that
the marks become independent and identically distributed as well as independent of the ground process ΨG, we
obtain the definition of random labelling.
Hereinafter, we will use the shorter term ’independent marking’, thus leaving out the part ’location-
dependent’, in keeping with Daley and Vere-Jones (2003). Under independent marking, each mark pLi, Fiq
may depend on its associated spatial location and it follows that
PMx1,...,xnppD1 ˆ E1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ pDn ˆ Enqq “
nź
i“1
PMxi pDi ˆ Eiq “
nź
i“1
ż
Di
PFpxi,liqpEiqPAxipdliq (16)
“
ż
D1ˆE1
¨ ¨ ¨
ż
DnˆEn
nź
i“1
QFpxi,liqpfiqQAxipliqloooooooooomoooooooooon
“QMxi pli,fiq
νApdliqνF pdfiq
for any DiˆEi P BpAˆFq, i “ 1, . . . , n, and any n ě 1. Furthermore, under random labelling, expression (16)
reduces to
nź
i“1
PMpDi ˆ Eiq “
nź
i“1
ż
DiˆEi
QMpli, fiqνMpdpli, fiqq “
nź
i“1
ż
DiˆEi
QFl pfiqQApliqνApdliqνF pdfiq,
which further reduces to
śn
i“1 νApDiqνF pEiq if the common mark distribution coincides with the reference
measure νM “ νA b νF ; this additionally implies that the auxiliary and functional marks are (conditionally)
independent of each other. Under independent marking it clearly follows that the correlation functionals satisfy
g
pnq
Ψ ppx1, l1, f1q, . . . , pxn, ln, fnqq “ gpnqG px1, . . . , xnq, n ě 1.
Hence, if e.g. the pair correlation functional coincides with the pair correlation function of the ground process,
then the auxiliary and functional marks are pairwise conditionally independent.
It is not always the case that one wants to have both the auxiliary and the functional marks being indepen-
dent. We next turn to the case where the functional marks are independent.
Definition 6. If all the components of Ψ|ΨXˆA “ tF1|ΨXˆA, . . . , FN |ΨXˆAu are independent, we say that Ψ
has (location- and auxiliary mark-dependent) independent functional marks.
When Ψ has both independent functional marks and a common marginal functional mark distribution, we
say that Ψ has randomly labelled functional marks.
Here it follows that (recall (14))
PFpx1,l1q,...,pxn,lnqpE1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Enq “
nź
i“1
PFpxi,liqpEiq “
nź
i“1
ż
Ei
QFpxi,liqpfiqνF pdfiq, E1, . . . , En P BpFq,
g
pnq
Ψ ppx1, l1, f1q, . . . , pxn, ln, fnqq “ γAx1,...,xnpl1, . . . , lnqgpnqG px1, . . . , xnq, n ě 1.
Moreover, if Ψ has randomly labelled functional marks then PFpx,lq “ PF and, if additionally PF coincides with
νF , then PFpx1,l1q,...,pxn,lnqpE1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Enq “
śn
i“1 νF pEiq and the functional marks F1, . . . , FN are independent
copies of the reference stochastic process XF in (2).
Further, given that Ψ has independent functional marks, if we additionally assume that the auxiliary marks
are conditionally independent, so that PAx1,...,xnpD1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Dnq “
śn
i“1 PAxipDiq “
śn
i“1
ş
Di
QAxipliqνApdliq,
D1, . . . , Dn P BpAq, for any n ě 1, we retrieve the classical definition of independent marking for real valued
marks (Daley and Vere-Jones, 2003, Definition 6.4.III), and consequently that of random labelling by assuming
that they are also identically distributed.
Remark 4. A weaker form of location- and auxiliary mark-dependent independent functional marking, condi-
tional independent functional marking, may be obtained by assuming that
PFpx1,l1q,...,pxn,lnqpE1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Enq “
nź
i“1
PFpx1,l1q,...,pxn,lnqpEiq, E1, . . . , En P BpFq,
for any n ě 1 and some family tPFpx1,l1q,...,pxn,lnqpEq : px1, l1q, . . . , pxn, lnq P X ˆ A, E P BpFqu of regular
probability distributions. Note that here the distribution of a functional mark may depend on all the spatial
locations and auxiliary marks.
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5.3 Poisson processes
Poisson processes (Daley and Vere-Jones, 2003; Chiu et al., 2013), the most well known point process models,
are the benchmark/reference models for representing lack of spatial interaction and constructing other, more
sophisticated models. Given a positive locally finite measure µ on BpYq “ BpX ˆAˆ Fq, a functional marked
Poisson process Ψ, with intensity measure µ, is simply a Poisson process on Y with the additional assumption
that ΨG is well-defined. When Ψ has a well-defined intensity functional ρp¨q, i.e. when the intensity measure in
(11) satisfies µpAq “ ş
A
ρpx, l, fqνpdpx, l, fqq, it follows that ρpnqppx1, l1, f1q, . . . , pxn, ln, fnqq “śni“1 ρpxi, li, fiq,
whereby gpnqΨ ppx1, l1, f1q, . . . , pxn, ln, fnqq ” 1 for any n ě 1. Note that, formally, not every (functional marked)
Poisson process is actually a marked point process; we may not necessarily have that ΨG is a well-defined point
process in X (van Lieshout, 2000, p. 8). That being said, we here clearly have an example of independent
marking. When there is a common functional mark distribution, all of the functional marks are given by
independent copies of the reference process XF in (2). In particular, if the reference measure νF is given by
a Wiener measure WF on F , then the functional marks are iid Brownian motions. Moreover, when Ψ has a
common mark distribution, it becomes randomly labelled and ρpnqppx1, l1, f1q, . . . , pxn, ln, fnqq “ ρnG ą 0 if the
common mark distribution coincides with νM.
When we condition on N “ n, we obtain a Binomial point process, which is simply a random (iid) sample
tpXi, Li, Fiquni“1 of size n, with density fpx, l, fq “ ρpx, l, fq{n.
6 Reference measure averaged reduced Palm distributions
In the statistical analysis we will need to consider Palm conditioning with respect to a given mark set pDˆEq P
BpA ˆ Fq; we interpret this as conditioning on the null-event that there is a point of ΨG at a given location,
under the assumption that the mark associated to this point belongs to pDˆEq. To be able to do so, we follow
van Lieshout (2006); Cronie and van Lieshout (2016) and define the νM-averaged reduced Palm distribution
with respect to pD ˆ Eq P BpAˆ Fq.
Definition 7. Given an FMPP Ψ, its family P!xDˆEpΨ P ¨q “ P !xDˆEp¨q, x P X , of νM-averaged reduced Palm
distributions with respect to pD ˆ Eq P BpAˆ Fq, are defined as the probability measures
P !xDˆEpRq “
ş
DˆE P
!px,l,fqpRqνMpdpl, fqq
νMpD ˆ Eq “
ş
DˆE E
!px,l,fqr1RpΨqsνApdlqνF pdfq
νApDqνF pEq , R P Nlf ,
where P!px,l,fqpΨ P ¨q “ P !px,l,fqp¨q denotes the reduced Palm distribution of Ψ at px, l, fq P X ˆAˆ F .
Recall that P !px,l,fqpRq, R P Nlf , may be defined through the reduced Campbell-Mecke formula (Daley and
Vere-Jones, 2008, Section 13.1): For any measurable functional h : X ˆAˆ F ˆNlf Ñ r0,8q,
E
»– ÿ
px,l,fqPΨ
hpx, l, f,Ψztpx, l, fquq
fifl “ ż
XˆAˆF
ż
Nlf
hpx, l, f, ψqP !px,l,fqpdψqρpx, l, fqdxνMpdpl, fqq
“
ż
XˆAˆF
E!px,l,fq rhpx, l, f,Ψqs ρpx, l, fqdxνApdlqνF pdfq. (17)
Since P !px,l,fqp¨q is the distribution of the reduced Palm process Ψ!px,l,fq, heuristically, P !px,l,fqp¨q is the conditional
distribution of Ψ, given that Ψ has a point at px, l, fq which we neglect. Moreover, the probability measure
P!xDˆEp¨q has expectation
E!xDˆEr¨s “ 1νApDqνF pEq
ż
DˆE
E!px,l,fqr¨sνApdlqνF pdfq
by Fubini’s theorem.
In particular, for a Poisson process on X ˆAˆ F , by Slivnyak’s theorem (Chiu et al., 2013),
P!xDˆEpΨ P ¨q “
ş
DˆE P p¨qνApdlqνF pdfq
νApDqνF pEq “ PpΨ P ¨q, (18)
the (unconditional) distribution of Ψ. Moreover, for a multivariate FMPP with A “ t1, . . . , kdu, we obtain
P!xtiuˆEpΨ P ¨q “
νAptiuq
ş
E
P !px,i,fqp¨qνF pdfq
νAptiuqνF pEq “
ş
E
P !px,i,fqp¨qνF pdfq
νF pEq , i P A,
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i.e. the νF -averaged reduced Palm distribution of Ψi “ tpx, fq : px, l, fq P Ψ X X ˆ tiu ˆ Fu with respect to
E P BpFq, which is independent of the choice of auxiliary reference measure νA. When Ψ has a common mark
distribution which coincides with the reference measure, i.e. PMx pD ˆ Eq ” PMpD ˆ Eq “ νMpD ˆ Eq “
νApDqνF pEq, x P X , we obtain a non-stationary and redcued version of the Palm distribution of Ψ with respect
to the mark set D ˆ E found in Chiu et al. (2013, p. 135):
P !xDˆEp¨q “ 1PApDqPF pEq
ż
DˆE
P !px,l,fqp¨qPApdlqPF pdfq “
ş
DˆE P
!px,l,fqp¨qPApdlqPF pdfqş
DˆE P !px,l,fqpNlf qPApdlqPF pdfq
.
This may now be interpretated as the conditional distribution of Ψ, given that it has a point with location x
with a mark belonging to DˆE. Note further that under stationarity we have that P !px,l,fqp¨q ” P !p0,l,fqp¨q for
any x P X “ Rd so the reduced Palm distributions with respect to D ˆ E all satisfy P !xDˆEp¨q ” P !0DˆEp¨q.
To connect the above distributions to the reduced Palm distributions P !xG p¨q, x P X , of the ground process,
let h in the reduced Campbell-Mecke formula (17) depend only on the ground location and the FMPP:
E
»– ÿ
px,l,fqPΨ
hpx,Ψztpx, l, fquq
fifl “ ż
X
ż
Nlf
hpx, ψq
ż
AˆF
QMx pl, fqP !px,l,fqpdψqνApdlqνF pdfqloooooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooooon
“P¯ !xpdψq
ρGpxqdx,
where P¯ !xp¨q may be interpreted as an average Palm distribution of Ψ, given that it has a point at x with
unspecified mark (Daley and Vere-Jones, 2008, (13.1.13)). The measure P¯ !xp¨q is a distribution on the space
pNlf ,Nlf q of marked point patterns but by projecting it onto the corresponding measurable space of unmarked
point patterns, we obtain the reduced Palm distribution P !xG p¨q of ΨG at x P X (Daley and Vere-Jones, 2008, p.
279). For any non-negative and measurable function h on the product of the ground space and the space of all
unmarked point patterns,
E
« ÿ
xPΨG
hpx,ΨGztxuq
ff
“
ż
X
E!xG rhpx,ΨGqsρGpxqdx,
where E!xG r¨s denotes expectation under P !xG p¨q. Moreover, when Ψ has a common mark distribution which
coincides with the reference measure, we obtain that P !xAˆF p¨q “ P¯ !xp¨q. Hence, under this assumption, the
projection of P !xAˆF p¨q onto the space of unmarked point patterns is simply P !xG p¨q.
6.1 Higher order reduced Palm distributions
Similarly, n-point reduced Palm distributions P !px1,l1,f1q,...,pxn,ln,fnqp¨q on pNnlf ,Nnlf q, of arbitrary order n ě 1
may be obtained – they are defined as the reduced Palm distributions of the point processes Ψn‰, n ě
1, in expression (12). The interpretation here is that we instead condition on Ψ having distinct marked
points at px1, l1, f1q, . . . , pxn, ln, fnq P X ˆ A ˆ F , which we neglect. The associated reduced Palm process
Ψ!px1,l1,f1q,...,pxn,ln,fnq, i.e. the point process with distribution P !px1,l1,f1q,...,pxn,ln,fnqp¨q, has intensity function
(Coeurjolly et al., 2017)
ρ!px1,l1,f1q,...,pxn,ln,fnqpx, l, fq “ρ
pn`1qppx1, l1, f1q, . . . , pxn, ln, fnq, px, l, fqq
ρpnqppx1, l1, f1q, . . . , pxn, ln, fnqq (19)
provided that the denominator is positive; it is 0 otherwise. Note in particular that ρ!px1,l1,f1qpx2, l2, f2q “
ρpx2, l2, f2qgp2qΨ ppx1, l1, f1q, px2, l2, f2qq and sometimes, in the literature this quantity is called conditional inten-
sity and is interpreted as the intensity at the point px2, l2, f2q conditional on the information that there is a
point at px1, l1, f1q; see e.g. Diggle (2013, page 57).
Having defined the n-point reduced Palm distributions, one may in an analogous fashion define ν-averaged
reduced Palm distributions P !x,...,xnD1ˆE1,...,DnˆEn , xi P X , with respect to mark sets pDi ˆ Eiq P BpA ˆ Fq, i “
1, . . . , n, which have an analogous interpretation.
We may similarly define n-point reduced Palm distributions P!x1,...,x1pΨG P Rq, R P Nlf , n ě 1, for the
ground process ΨG, which are the reduced Palm distributions of Ψn‰G in expression (12). The interpretation
here is that we condition on ΨG having points at the distinct locations x1, . . . , x1 P X .
It should finally be mentioned that ordinary (non-reduced) n-point Palm distributions of Ψ and ΨG may be
obtained as
P px1,l1,f1q,...,pxn,ln,fnqpRq “ P !px1,l1,f1q,...,pxn,ln,fnqptψ Y tppx1, l1, f1q, . . . , pxn, ln, fnqqu : ψ P Ruq,
P x1,...,xnpRq “ P !x1,...,xnptψ Y tpx1, . . . , xnqu : ψ P Ruq.
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7 Marked intensity reweighted moment stationarity
To be able to treat the summary statistics considered in this paper, we first have to introduce the notion of
kth order marked intensity reweighted stationarity (k-MIRS) (cf. Cronie and van Lieshout (2016); Iftimi et al.
(2018)).
Definition 8. An FMPP Ψ with ΨG Ă X “ Rd is called kth order marked intensity reweighted stationary
(k-MIRS), k P t1, 2, . . .u, if infpx,l,fqPXˆAˆF ρpx, l, fq ą 0 and the nth order correlation functionals (recall
expression (13)) satisfy
g
pnq
Ψ ppx1, l1, f1q, . . . , pxn, ln, fnqq a.e.“ gpnqΨ ppx` x1, l1, f1q, . . . , px` xn, ln, fnqq, n “ 1, . . . , k,
for any x P Rd (recall that gp1qΨ p¨q ” 1). In particular, the case k “ 2 is referred to as Ψ being second order
marked intensity reweighted stationary (SOMIRS) (Cronie and van Lieshout, 2016; Iftimi et al., 2018).
Note that, loosely speaking, this definition essentially states that after having scaled away the effects of the
varying intensity, the dependence structure, which is reflected by the product densities, only depends on the
distance between the points. Note further that we have implicitly assumed that the product densities up to
order k exist. A few things are worth pointing out here:
• For k-MIRS to hold, we see that it is required to have both translation invariance of the correlation
functions gpnqG p¨q, n ď k, of the ground process, i.e. gpnqG px1, . . . , xnq a.e.“ gpnqG px ` x1, . . . , x ` xnq for any
x P Rd, as well as
γFpx1,l1q,...,pxn,lnqpf1, . . . , fnq a.e.“ γFpx`x1,l1q,...,px`xn,lnqpf1, . . . , fnq, x P Rd, n ď k,
γAx1,...,xnpl1, . . . , lnq a.e.“ γAx`x1,...,x`xnpl1, . . . , lnq,
for the functions in (14). Moreover, assuming that there is a common mark distribution which coincides
with the reference measure, the latter reduces to QAx1,...,xnpl1, . . . , lnq a.e.“ QAx`x1,...,x`xnpl1, . . . , lnq and
QFpx1,l1q,...,pxn,lnqpf1, . . . , fnq
a.e.“ QFpx`x1,l1q,...,px`xn,lnqpf1, . . . , fnq for any x P Rd and any n ď k.
• Stationarity implies k-MIRS for any order k ě 1.
• A Poisson process on Rd ˆ A ˆ F with intensity bounded away from 0 is k-MIRS for any order k ě 1
since gpnqΨ p¨q ” 1 for any n ě 1.
• Under the assumption of independent marking, k-MIRS for any order k ě 1 and SOMIRS coincide
with the definitions of intensity reweighted moment stationarity (IRMS) (van Lieshout, 2011) and second
order intensity reweighted stationarity (SOIRS) (Baddeley et al., 2000), respectively, because under this
assumption we have gpnqΨ ppx1, l1, f1q, . . . , pxn, ln, fnqq “ gpnqG px1, . . . , xnq. It should be emphasised that the
literature nowhere presents examples of models which are SOIRS but not IRMS (van Lieshout, 2011; Zhao
and Wang, 2010); examples include certain Cox, Poisson and Gibbs processes.
• An illustrative example of a k-MIRS for any order k ě 1 FMPP is provided by assuming that its ground
process is IRMS, the auxiliary marks are independent of the spatial locations and the functional marks
are sampled from a suitable stationary spatio-temporal random field.
8 Summary statistics
Having provided various moment characteristics (Section 4) and notions of intensity reweighted moment sta-
tionarity (Section 7) for FMPPs, we may now look closer at how these can be exploited to study dependence
structures in FMPPs. Characterising dependence in marked point processes can, in general, be done in various
different ways. There are, however, essentially two main approaches which are studied:
1. Spatial interaction between groups of points of ΨG, based on different classifications of the marks.
2. Dependence between the marks, conditionally on the ground process.
The former approach may be carried out by means of marked second order reduced moment measures/K-
functions, marked inhomogeneous nearest neighbour distance distribution functions, marked inhomogeneous
empty space functions and marked inhomogeneous J-functions, which are defined in Iftimi et al. (2018); Cronie
and van Lieshout (2016); van Lieshout (2006). The last three of these are full-distribution summary statistics
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and require that the point process is k-MIRS for any order k ě 1, whereas the first two are second order
statistics which require SOMIRS. We here study the second approach and, to this end, we define some new
summary statistics and, as we shall see, they generalise most existing finite order (marked) inhomogeneous
summary statistics.
Drawing inspiration from Cronie and van Lieshout (2016); Iftimi et al. (2018); Penttinen and Stoyan (1989),
we have the following definition.
Definition 9. Assuming that 2 ď n ď k, let Ψ be k-MIRS and consider some test function t “ tn, by which we
mean a measurable mapping t :Mn “ pAˆ Fqn Ñ r0,8q.
Given some W P BpRdq with |W | ą 0 and DˆE P BpMq “ BpAˆFq with νMpDˆEq “ νApDqνF pEq ą 0,
the corresponding t-weighted marked nth order reduced moment measure is defined as
KpDˆEq
Śn´1
i“1 pDiˆEiq
t pC1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Cn´1q “ KpDˆEqpD1ˆE1q¨¨¨pDn´1ˆEn´1qt pC1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Cn´1q
“ E
« ÿ
px,l,fqPΨXWˆDˆE
ÿ‰
px1,l1,f1q,...,pxn´1,ln´1,fn´1qPΨztpx,l,fqu
tppl, fq, pl1, f1q, . . . , pln´1, fn´1qq
ˆ 1
ρpx, l, fq
n´1ź
i“1
1txi ´ x P Ciu1tpli, fiq P Di ˆ Eiu
ρpxi, li, fiq
ff
1
|W |νMpD ˆ Eqśn´1i“1 νMpDi ˆ Eiq (20)
for Ciˆ pDiˆEiq P BpRdq ˆBpMq “ BpRdˆAˆFq, νMpDiˆEiq “ νApDiqνF pEiq ą 0, i “ 1, . . . , n´ 1. We
further refer to
K
pDˆEqŚn´1i“1 pDiˆEiq
t pr1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , rn´1q “ KpDˆEq
Śn´1
i“1 pDiˆEiq
t pBRdr0, r1s ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆBRdr0, rn´1sq, r1, . . . , rn´1 ě 0,
as the t-weighted nth order marked inhomogeneous K-function; when r1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ rn´1 “ r ě 0, write
K
pDˆEqŚn´1i“1 pDiˆEiq
t prq.
The interpretation of (20) is essentially provided by Lemma 1 below. Having scaled away the individual
intensity contributions of all points of Ψ, conditionally on Ψ having a point at an arbitrary location z P Rd with
associated mark pLpzq, F pzqq P D ˆ E, which is neglected (in a reduced Palm sense), (20) provides the mean
of tppLpzq, F pzqq, pL1, F1q, . . . , pLn´1, Fn´1qqśn´1i“1 1tpLi, Fiq P Di ˆ Eiu, where the locations X1, . . . , Xn´1 of
the points associated to n ´ 1 other marks pL1, F1q, . . . , pLn´1, Fn´1q belong to the respective sets z ` Ci,
i “ 1, . . . , n´ 1.
Remark 5. We could just as well have chosen to absorb the indicator
śn
i“1 1tpli, fiq P Di ˆ Eiu into the test
function t in (20). The current choice has been made to emphasise the connection with the summary statistics
in Cronie and van Lieshout (2016); Iftimi et al. (2018).
In order to give a feeling for how the mark sets in (20) may be specified here in the FMPP context, consider
a bivariate FMPP, i.e. A “ t1, 2u, where k “ 1, so that Fi : T Ñ R. Next, let n “ 2 and let D “ t1u, D1 “ t2u,
E “ tf P F “ U : suptPT |fptq| ą cu and E1 “ tf P F “ U : suptPT |fptq| ď cu, for some positive constant c.
Here we would thus restrict the t-weighted correlation provided by (20) to only be between points of different
types and, moreover, to be between the two classes of functional marks which either exceed the threshold c or
not (see Section 8.2 for examples of test functions). For instance, in the forestry context A would represent
the two species under consideration while c would be the threshold diameter at breast height of the trees; if we
would instead set D “ D1 “ A, we would ignore the species and simply study the interaction between large
and small trees, irrespective of the trees’ species. Hence, we are able to study how large trees affect the survival
of small trees, which is something of interest in ecology (Platt et al., 1988; Møller et al., 2016). We emphasize
that it should be checked that the chosen sets Ei, i “ 1, . . . , n ´ 1, are indeed measurable, given the chosen
function space pF ,BpFqq.
We will see that (20) is closely related to the nth order reduced moment measure of the ground process (cf.
Møller and Waagepetersen (2004, Section 4.1.2)),
KGpC1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Cn´1q “ 1|W |E
»– ÿ
xPΨGXW
ÿ‰
x1,...,xn´1PΨGztxu
1
ρGpxq
n´1ź
i“1
1txi ´ x P Ciu
ρGpxiq
fifl
“
ż
C1ˆ¨¨¨ˆCn´1
g
pnq
G p0, x1, . . . , xn´1qdx1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dxn´1 “
1
|W |
ż
W
E!xG
»– ÿ‰
x1,...,xn´1PΨG
n´1ź
i“1
1txi ´ x P Ciu
ρGpxiq
fifl dx;
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the last two equalities follow from the Campbell formula, the imposed nth order intensity reweighted stationarity
of ΨG (which follows from Ψ being k-MIRS) and the Campbell-Mecke formula. An n-point generalisation of the
inhomogeneousK-functionKinhomprq “ Kp2qinhomprq of Baddeley et al. (2000) to the nth order intensity reweighted
stationary setting is obtained by considering Kpnqinhomprq “ KGpBRdr0, rsn´1q, where BRdr0, rs denotes the closed
origin-centred ball with radius r ě 0. Note further that stationarity implies that
α
pnq
G pC1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Cn´1q “ ρn´1G KGpC1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Cn´1q “ E!0G
»– ÿ‰
x1,...,xn´1PΨG
1tx1 P C1, . . . , xn´1 P Cn´1u
fifl
and, clearly, in this case Kpnqinhomprq, r ě 0, yields an n-point generalisation of the K-function of Ripley (1976).
In addition, we will see in Lemma 1 below that (20) is also related to the following kernel (recall (14)).
Definition 10. The (nth order) intensity reweighted t-correlation measure (at x1, . . . , xn P Rd) is defined as
κ
Śn
i“1pDiˆEiq
t px1, . . . , xnq “
ż
pD1ˆE1qˆ¨¨¨ˆpDnˆEnq
γMx1,...,xnppl1, f1q, . . . , pln, fnqqνtpdpl1, f1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ dpln, fnqq
“
ż
pD1ˆE1qˆ¨¨¨ˆpDnˆEnq
tppl1, f1q, . . . , pln, fnqqγMx1,...,xnppl1, f1q, . . . , pln, fnqqνMpdpl1, f1qq ¨ ¨ ¨ νMpdpln, fnqq
(21)
for xi P Rd and Di ˆ Ei P BpAˆ Fq, i “ 1, . . . , n, where the measure νt is given by
νtpMq “
ż
M
tppl1, f1q, . . . , pln, fnqqνMpdpl1, f1qq ¨ ¨ ¨ νMpdpln, fnqq, M P BppAˆ Fqnq.
In other words, κt¨ is a spatially dependent weighting of νtp¨q and we interpret it as the expectation of the
random variable tppL1, F1q, . . . , pLn, Fnqqśni“1 1tpLi, Fiq P Di ˆ Eiu, conditionally on Xi “ xi, i “ 1, . . . , n,
having scaled away the individual mark density contributions. Note that since Ψ is simple, (21) vanishes when-
ever xi “ xj for any i ‰ j and, moreover, by the imposed nth order marked intensity reweighted stationarity,
we further have that κpDiˆEiq
n
i“1
t px1, . . . , xnq “ κpDiˆEiq
n
i“1
t px` x1, . . . , x` xnq for a.e. x P Rd. To highlight the
connections with Penttinen and Stoyan (1989), we refer to
κM
n
t px1, . . . , xnq “ κpAˆFq
Śn´1
i“1 pAˆFq
t px1, . . . , xnq, (22)
i.e. (21) with all mark sets set to A ˆ F , as the (nth order) intensity reweighted t-correlation functional; it
is interpreted as the expectation of the random variable tppL1, F1q, . . . , pLn, Fnqq, conditionally on Xi “ xi,
i “ 1, . . . , n, having scaled away the individual mark density contributions.
Lemma 1 below, to which the proof can be found in Appendix E, gives reduced Palm and νM-averaged
reduced Palm distribution representations of (20). It also expresses (20) through (21) and KG, and it tells us
that (20) is independent of the choice W P BpRdq. From a statistical point of view, the main importance of
Lemma 1 is related to non-parametric estimation – instead of repeated sampling to estimate (20), we can simply
estimate (20) by sampling over each point of the point pattern, which is an effect of the imposed k-MIRS.
Lemma 1. The t-weighted marked nth order reduced moment measure in (20) satisfies
n´1ź
i“1
νMpDi ˆ EiqKpDˆEq
Śn´1
i“1 pDiˆEiq
t pC1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Cn´1q “
“ 1
νMpD ˆ Eq
ż
C1ˆ¨¨¨ˆCn´1
κ
pDˆEqŚn´1i“1 pDiˆEiq
t p0, x1, . . . , xn´1qKGpdx1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ dxn´1q
“ 1
νMpD ˆ Eq
ż
DˆE
E!pz,l,fq
« ÿ‰
px1,l1,f1q,...,pxn´1,ln´1,fn´1qPΨ
tppl, fq, pl1, f1q, . . . , pln´1, fn´1qqˆ
ˆ
n´1ź
i“1
1txi ´ z P Ciu1tpli, fiq P Di ˆ Eiu
ρpxi, li, fiq
ff
νApdlqνF pdfq
“E!zDˆE
« ÿ‰
px1,l1,f1q,...,pxn´1,ln´1,fn´1qPΨ
tppLpzq, F pzqq, pl1, f1q, . . . , pln´1, fn´1qqˆ
ˆ
n´1ź
i“1
1txi ´ z P Ciu1tpli, fiq P Di ˆ Eiu
ρpxi, li, fiq
ff
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for almost every z P Rd, where pLpzq, F pzqq denotes the mark associated with the reduced Palm conditioning
under P!zDˆEp¨q
Hence, (20) may be expressed as a spatial dependence-scaling (reflected by KG) of the spatially dependent
mark-dependence function (21).
Looking closer at Lemma 1, we see that normalising (20) by KG can reveal features of the marking structure,
conditionally on the locations.
Definition 11. The normalised t-weighted marked nth order reduced moment measure is defined as
K¯pDˆEq
Śn´1
i“1 pDiˆEiq
t pC1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Cn´1q “ K
pDˆEqŚn´1i“1 pDiˆEiq
t pC1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Cn´1q
KGpC1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Cn´1q (23)
“
ż
C1ˆ¨¨¨ˆCn´1
κ
pDˆEqŚn´1i“1 pDiˆEiq
t p0, x1, . . . , xn´1q
νMpD ˆ Eqśn´1i“1 νMpDi ˆ Eiq KGpdpx1, . . . , xn´1qqKGpC1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Cn´1q ,
where the normalisation of KG in the last term is a probability measure on C1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Cn´1.
8.1 Special cases
We next study how our new summary statistics behave and reduce under various assumptions on the underlying
point process Ψ.
8.1.1 Independent marking and Poisson processes
When Ψ is independently marked then κt¨px1, . . . , xnq coincides with νtp¨q for any x1, . . . , xn P Rd, whereby
K¯pDˆEq
Śn´1
i“1 pDiˆEiq
t pC1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Cn´1q “νtppD ˆ Eq ˆ pD1 ˆ E1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ pDn´1 ˆ En´1qq
νMpD ˆ Eqśn´1i“1 νMpDi ˆ Eiq , (24)
i.e., it does not depend on C1, . . . , Cn´1, and if Ψ has independent functional marks only then
κ
Śn
i“1pDiˆEiq
t px1, . . . , xnq “
ż
pD1ˆE1qˆ¨¨¨ˆpDnˆEnq
tppl1, f1q, . . . , pln, fnqqγAx1,...,xnpl1, . . . , lnq
nź
i“1
νApdliqνF pdfiq.
If we relax the Poisson process assumption slightly to only concern the ground process, we say that an FMPP
Ψ is a FM ground Poisson process. By (6), it follows that
ρpnqppx1, l1, f1q, . . . , pxn, ln, fnqq “ QFpx1,l1q,...,pxn,lnqpf1, . . . , fnqQAx1,...,xnpl1, . . . , lnq
nź
i“1
ρGpxiq,
g
pnq
Ψ ppx1, l1, f1q, . . . , pxn, ln, fnqq “ γMx1,...,xnppl1, f1q, . . . , pln, fnqq.
The latter clearly reduces to γAx1,...,xnpl1, . . . , lnq when Ψ has independent functional marks and we obtain the
usual Poisson case when Ψ has independent marks. When Ψ is a FM ground Poisson process, KGpC1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ
Cn´1q “śn´1i“1 |Ci|, whereby
K¯pDˆEq
Śn´1
i“1 pDiˆEiq
t pC1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Cn´1q “
“
ş
C1ˆ¨¨¨ˆCn´1 κ
pDˆEqŚn´1i“1 pDiˆEiq
t p0, x1, . . . , xn´1qdx1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dxn´1
νMpD ˆ Eqśn´1i“1 νMpDi ˆ Eiqśn´1i“1 |Ci|
and by additionally assuming independent marking, K¯pDˆEq
Śn´1
i“1 pDiˆEiq
t pC1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆCn´1q is given by (24) and
KpDˆEq
Śn´1
i“1 pDiˆEiq
t pC1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Cn´1q is given by (24) multiplied by
śn´1
i“1 |Ci|.
Note that these observations may be used to statistically test independent (functional) marking and Poisson
assumptions.
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8.1.2 Common mark distributions
When we assume that there is a common mark distribution PMp¨q, with density QMpl, fq “ QFl pfqQAplq, then
the product
śn
i“1QMpli, fiq in the denominator of γMx1,...,xnppl1, f1q, . . . , pln, fnqq may be absorbed into the test
function tp¨q and we may define the test function
t˚ppl, fq, pl1, f1q, . . . , pln´1, fn´1qq “ tppl, fq, pl1, f1q, . . . , pln´1, fn´1qq
nź
i“1
QMpli, fiq
together with the (nth order) t-correlation measure
k
Śn
i“1pDiˆEiq
t px1, . . . , xnq “ κ
Śn
i“1pDiˆEiq
t˚ px1, . . . , xnq “
“
ż
pD1ˆE1qˆ¨¨¨ˆpDnˆEnq
QMx1,...,xnppl1, f1q, . . . , pln, fnqqνtpdpl1, f1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ dpln, fnqq
“
ż
pD1ˆE1qˆ¨¨¨ˆpDnˆEnq
tppl1, f1q, . . . , pln, fnqqQMx1,...,xnppl1, f1q, . . . , pln, fnqqνMpdpl1, f1qq ¨ ¨ ¨ νMpdpln, fnqqloooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
“PMx1,...,xn pdpl1,f1qˆ...ˆdpln,fnqq
.
We interpret k
Śn
i“1pDiˆEiq
t px1, . . . , xnq a.e.“ k
Śn
i“1pDiˆEiq
t pz ` x1, . . . , z ` xnq, z P Rd, as the expectation of the
random variable tppL1, F1q, . . . , pLn, Fnqqśni“1 1tpLi, Fiq P Aˆ Fu, conditionally on Xi “ xi, i “ 1, . . . , n, and
when Di ˆEi “ AˆF , i “ 1, . . . , n, it yields the t-correlation functional kMnt px1, . . . , xnq, which is an n-point
FMPP version of the correlation functions in Penttinen and Stoyan (1989). Moreover,
KpDˆEq
Śn´1
i“1 pDiˆEiq
t˚ pC1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Cn´1q “ (25)
“ 1śn´1
i“1 νMpDi ˆ Eiq
E!zDˆE
« ÿ‰
px1,l1,f1q,...,pxn´1,ln´1,fn´1qPΨ
tppLpzq, F pzqq, pl1, f1q, . . . , pln´1, fn´1qqˆ
ˆ
n´1ź
i“1
1txi ´ z P Ciu1tpli, fiq P Di ˆ Eiu
ρGpxiq
ff
for almost any z P Rd, where (recalling the observations in Section 6) E!zDˆEr¨s now properly may be interpreted
as a reduced Palm expectation, conditionally on the reduced Palm point having a mark belonging toDˆE. Note
that the connection between the correlation functions in Penttinen and Stoyan (1989) and Palm distributions
has been mentioned (without additional details) by Chiu et al. (2013, page 134).
When the common marginal mark distribution PMp¨q coincides with the reference measure νMp¨q, so that
QMp¨q ” 1 and ρpx, l, fq “ ρGpxq, we have that tp¨q “ t˚p¨q and
k
Śn
i“1pDiˆEiq
t px1, . . . , xnq “ κ
Śn
i“1pDiˆEiq
t px1, . . . , xnq “
“
ż
pD1ˆE1qˆ¨¨¨ˆpDnˆEnq
tppl1, f1q, . . . , pln, fnqqQMx1,...,xnppl1, f1q, . . . , pln, fnqqPMpdpl1, f1qq ¨ ¨ ¨PMpdpln, fnqq
“EPM
«
tppL1˚ , F1˚ q, . . . , pLn˚, Fn˚ qqQMx1,...,xnppL1˚ , F1˚ q, . . . , pLn˚, Fn˚ qq
nź
i“1
1tpLi˚ , Fi˚ q P Di ˆ Eiu
ff
,
where pL1˚ , F1˚ q, . . . , pLn˚, Fn˚ q are iid random elements in AˆF and EPMr¨s denotes expectation under their com-
mon distribution PM “ νM “ νAbνF . Note that under random labelling we have thatQMx1,...,xnppL1˚ , F1˚ q, . . . , pLn˚, Fn˚ qq “
1, so by settingDiˆEi “M “ AˆF , i “ 1, . . . , n´1, we obtain k
Śn
i“1pDiˆEiq
t px1, . . . , xnq “ EPMrtppL1˚ , F1˚ q, . . . , pLn˚, Fn˚ qqs
and we are in the setting of Penttinen and Stoyan (1989) under independent marking. In particular,
KpDˆEqMn´1t pC1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Cn´1q “ KpDˆEq
Śn´1
i“1 pAˆFq
t pC1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Cn´1q “
“ 1
PMpD ˆ Eq
ż
C1ˆ¨¨¨ˆCn´1
k
pDˆEqŚn´1i“1 pAˆFq
t p0, x1, . . . , xn´1qKGpdx1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ dxn´1q
“E!zDˆE
»– ÿ‰
x1,...,xn´1PΨG
tppLpzq, F pzqq, pLpx1q, F px1qq, . . . , pLpxn´1q, F pxn´1qqq
n´1ź
i“1
1txi ´ z P Ciu
ρGpxiq
fifl ,
where pLpxq, F pxqq denotes the marking random element associated to the location x P Rd and z P Rd is
arbitrary. In particular, when D ˆ E “ M “ A ˆ F we have PMpD ˆ Eq “ PMpMq “ 1 and we recall
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from Section 6 than the expectation E!zDˆEr¨s above becomes the reduced Palm distribution E!zGr¨s of the ground
process. This is a n-point mark-weighted version of the inhomogeneous K-function of Baddeley et al. (2000).
We finally note that when we have homogeneity in combination with a common mark distribution (being
implied by stationarity), we replace ρGpxiq in (25) by the constant ground intensity ρG ą 0. In particular,
KpDˆEqMn´1t pC1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Cn´1q “
“ 1
ρn´1G
E!zDˆE
»– ÿ‰
x1,...,xn´1PΨG
tppLpzq, F pzqq, pLpx1q, F px1qq, . . . , pLpxn´1q, F pxn´1qqq
n´1ź
i“1
1txi ´ z P Ciu
fifl
for almost any z P Rd.
8.2 Choosing test functions – analysing dependent functional data
By choosing different test functions tp¨q, we may extract different features from the marks. In practice, in a
statistical context, it is most likely that one will focus only on the case n “ 2; note the connections with Comas
et al. (2011). Note in particular that when n “ 2, if we ignore the functional marks and set tppl1, f1q, pl2, f2qq “
l1l2, (20) yields an intensity reweighted version of the classical mark correlation function for the auxiliary marks.
If, instead, tppl1, f1q, pl2, f2qq “ pl1´l2q2{2, we obtain the classical mark variogram for the auxiliary marks (Illian
et al., 2008). The question that remains is how we should choose sensible tests functions tp¨q which include also
the functional marks.
Starting with the simple case tp¨q ” 1, we obtain νt “ νnM and
κ
pDˆEqŚn´1i“1 pDiˆEiq
t p0, x1, . . . , xn´1q “
“
ż
pDˆEqˆpD1ˆE1qˆ¨¨¨ˆpDn´1ˆEn´1q
γMx1,...,xnppl, fq, pl1, f1q, . . . , pln´1, fn´1qqνMpdpl, fqq
n´1ź
i“1
νMpdpli, fiqq.
By additionally letting n “ 2 in (20), we retrieve themarked second order reduced moment measureKpDˆEqpD1ˆE1qpCq
of Iftimi et al. (2018), which measures intensity reweighted interactions between points with marks in DˆE and
points with marks in D1ˆE1, when their separation vectors belong to C P BpRdq. We stress that this measure,
and thereby also (20), is non-symmetric in the mark sets, i.e., KpDˆEqpD1ˆE1qp¨q ‰ KpD1ˆE1qpDˆEqp¨q in general
(Iftimi et al., 2018). In particular, choosing C1 to be the closed origin-centred ball BRdr0, rs of radius r ě 0, we
obtain the marked inhomogeneousK-functionKpDˆEqpD1ˆE1qinhom prq of Cronie and van Lieshout (2016), which mea-
sures pairwise intensity reweighted spatial dependence within distance r between points with marks inDˆE and
points with marks in D1ˆE1. Moreover, setting C1 “ tapcos v, sin vq : a P r0, rs, v P rφ, ψs or v P rpi`φ, pi`ψsu
for φ P r´pi{2, pi{2q and ψ P pφ, φ`pis, we obtain a marked inhomogeneous directional version which may be used
to study departures from isotropy, and setting C1 “ tpx, sq : }x} ď r and |s| ď tu when Ψ is a spatio-temporal
FMPP, we obtain a spatio-temporal version KpDˆEqpD1ˆE1qinhom pr, tq, r, t ě 0, of KpDˆEqpD1ˆE1qinhom prq (Iftimi et al.,
2018).
Hence, for an arbitrary n, setting tp¨q ” 1 in (20) we would obtain a definition of a marked nth order reduced
moment measure, KpDˆEq
Śn´1
i“1 pDiˆEiqpC1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Cn´1q, which has an analogous interpretation; it measures
intensity reweighted spatial interaction between an arbitrary point with mark inDˆE and distinct pn´1q-tuples
of other points where, respectively, the separation vectors between these points and the D ˆ E-marked point
belong to Ci, i “ 1, . . . , n ´ 1, and these points have marks belonging to Di ˆ Ei, i “ 1, . . . , n ´ 1. Moreover,
it may be of particular interest to choose all Ci, i “ 1, . . . , n ´ 1, to be the same set C1. E.g., Ci “ BRdr0, rs,
i “ 1, . . . , n ´ 1, r ě 0, would yield an n-point version, KpDˆEq
Śn´1
i“1 pDiˆEiq
inhom prq, of the marked inhomogeneous
K-function of Cronie and van Lieshout (2016), which may be used to analyse intensity reweighted interactions
between a point with mark in D ˆ E and n ´ 1 of its r-close neighbours, which have marks belonging to the
respective sets Di ˆ Ei, i “ 1, . . . , n´ 1.
We mention that when tp¨q ” 1 under independent marking, K¯pDˆEqpDiˆEiqn´1i“1t p¨q ” 1, which may be used
to statistically test for independent marking.
We next turn to test functions which include the functional marks and we here only consider the case n “ 2.
A natural starting point, we argue, is to consider metrics (distances) between the (functional) marks. There are
various choices to be considered (see e.g. Deza and Deza (2009) and the references therein) and each may reflect
different features of the functional marks’ properties; although it may be natural to use the metric having
generated the assumed Polish topology of the function space F , we may naturally consider different choices
here. We here choose to consider the following metrics as test functions: Lp-metrics as defined in (30) in the
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Appendix, i.e. tpf1, f2q “ dLppf1, f2q “ p
ş
T |f1ptq ´ f2ptq|pdtq1{p, 1 ď p ă 8, the uniform metric (or L8-metric)
tpf1, f2q “ d8pf1, f2q “ suptPT |f1ptq ´ f2ptq| (see also Section C.2), and the symmetrised Kullback-Leibler
divergence,
tpf1, f2q “ KLpt1, t2q “
ż
T
log
ˆ
f1ptq
f2ptq
˙
f1ptqdt`
ż
T
log
ˆ
f2ptq
f1ptq
˙
f2ptqdt.
A further choice is to consider angles, or rather inner products; tpf1, f2q “ xf1, f2y “
ş
T f1ptqf2ptqdt. In the
literature on functional clustering a common measure of proximity between two functions is (Ferraty and Vieu,
2006)
tpf1, f2q “ dL2
`pdf1{dtqk, pdf2{dtqk˘ “ ˆż
T
|pdf1ptq{dtqk ´ pdf2ptq{dtqk|2dt
˙1{2
, k ě 1,
provided that the kth derivatives dfiptq{dt, t P T , i “ 1, 2, exist. When, conditionally on ΨXˆA, all the
functional marks have the same mean F¯ ptq “ ErFiptq|ΨXˆAs, t P T , which e.g. is the case when there is a
common functional mark distribution, we may consider a functional mark counterpart of the test function for
the classical variogram,
tpf1, f2q “ tvpf1, f2q “
ż b
a
`
f1ptq ´ F¯ ptq
˘ `
f2ptq ´ F¯ ptq
˘
dt, (26)
where, in practice, F¯ ptq may be estimated by means of p1{nqřni“1 fiptq, i.e. the average functional mark at
time t for the observed functional part of the point pattern. Note that for each of the above choices we may
reduce the interval T to some smaller interval ra, bs Ă T . Moreover, we may consider combinations of them by
summing them up.
When we want to consider test functions which include both functional and auxiliary marks, we may exploit
metric preserving properties of certain operations (van Lieshout, 2000, p. 8), such as summation and maximum,
and apply these to the above mentioned test functions (metrics) for the functional marks and the metrics
provided by Illian et al. (2008, page 343) for auxiliary marks in order to define a test function for general
purposes. When n “ 2, one may e.g. consider the following two test functions:
tppl1, f1q, pl2, f2qq “ dF pf1, f2q ` l1l2,
tppl1, f1q, pl2, f2qq “ maxtdF pf, fiq, }l1 ´ l2}u,
where dF p¨, ¨q is a metric on function space F as mentioned above. For general n, we will follow the same
procedure.
8.3 Non-parametric statistical inference
We next turn to the non-parametric estimation of our summary statistics. Specifically, we here assume that we
observe an FMPP Ψ within a bounded spatial domain W P BpRdq, |W | ą 0, i.e., we sample Ψ XW ˆM “
ΨXW ˆAˆ F .
Theorem 1 below provides a non-parametric estimator of the t-weighted marked nth order reduced moment
measure, and it provides a condition for edge corrections to render it unbiased. Its proof can be found in
Appendix E.
Theorem 1. Consider a k-MIRS FMPP Ψ and a test function t “ tn :Mn “ pAˆ Fqn Ñ r0,8q, 2 ď n ď k.
Moreover, let DˆE P BpMq “ BpAˆFq, νMpDˆEq ą 0, and DiˆEi P ˆBpMq “ BpAˆFq, νMpDiˆEiq ą 0,
i “ 1, . . . , n´ 1. The estimator
pKpDˆEqŚn´1i“1 pDiˆEiqt pC1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Cn´1q “ pKpDˆEqŚn´1i“1 pDiˆEiqt pC1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Cn´1; Ψ,W,A,Fq (27)
“ 1
νMpD ˆ Eqśn´1i“1 νMpDi ˆ Eiq
ÿ
px,l,fqPΨ
ÿ‰
px1,l1,f1q,...,pxn´1,ln´1,fn´1qPΨztpx,l,fqu
wpx, x1, . . . , xn´1qˆ
ˆ tppl, fq, pl1, f1q, . . . , pln´1, fn´1qq1tpx, l, fq PW ˆD ˆ Eu
ρpx, l, fq
n´1ź
i“1
1tpxi, li, fiq P pW X px` Ciqq ˆDi ˆ Eiu
ρpxi, li, fiq
is an of unbiased estimator of KpDˆEq
Śn´1
i“1 pDiˆEiq
t pC1ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆCn´1q, C1ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆCn´1 P BpRdqn´1, provided that
the intensity function ρp¨q is known and that the edge correction function wp¨q satisfiesż
W
n´1ź
i“1
1tpxi ` xq PW uwpx, x1 ` x, . . . , xn´1 ` xqdx “ 1
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for almost any xi P Ci, i “ 1, . . . , n ´ 1. Note that śn´1i“1 1tpxi ` xq P W u “ 1tŞn´1i“1 tpxi ` xq P W uu “ 1tx PŞn´1
i“1 pW ´ xiqu.
Here three relevant questions immediately arise: Which edge correction methods satisfy the condition in
Theorem 1, and are there other (biased) edge correction methods which still work well in practice? How do we
deal with the rather abstract reference measure νM “ νA b νF in (27)? How should we deal with the unknown
true intensity ρp¨q in (27)?
Regarding the edge correction function wp¨q, letting tp¨q ” 1 as well as assuming that Ψ has a common mark
distribution which coincides with the reference measure, we obtain the estimator
pKGpC1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Cn´1q “ pKMn1 pC1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Cn´1q “
“
ÿ
xPΨG
ÿ‰
x1,...,xn´1PΨGztxu
wpx, x1, . . . , xn´1q1tx PW u
ρGpxq
n´1ź
i“1
1txi PW u1txi P px` Ciqu
ρGpxiq
of KGpC1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Cn´1q, based on ΨG X W , and by looking closer at the case n “ 2 in the literature (see
e.g. Cronie and van Lieshout (2016), Gabriel (2014, Appendix 1) and Baddeley (1998)) we get guidance in
identifying suitable edge corrections. We obtain that the following choices satisfy the condition of Theorem 1;
the proof of Corollary 1 is provided in Appendix E.
Corollary 1. The minus sampling edge correction
wapx, x1 ` x, . . . , xn´1 ` xq “ 1
#
x P
n´1č
i“1
W a Ci
+Oˇˇˇˇ
ˇn´1č
i“1
W a Ci
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ,
where a denotes Minkowski subtraction, and the translational edge correction
wXpx, x` x1, . . . , x` xn´1q “ 1
Oˇˇˇˇ
ˇn´1č
i“1
pW ` px` xiqq X pW ` xq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
both yield that the estimator in Theorem 1 is unbiased. Moreover, when the ground space is given by Rd, d “ 2, 3,
and n “ 2, also the isotropic or rotational edge correction
wBpx, x` x1q “ `pBBRdrx, }px` x1q ´ x}sq
`pBBRdrx, }px` x1q ´ x}s XW q “
`pBBRdrx, }x1}sq
`pBBRdrx, }x1}s XW q
yields an unbiased estimator (27); here ` denotes length in R2 or surface area in R3 and B is used to denote the
boundary of a set.
There are clearly other edge correction methods such as rigid motion correction which do not satisfy the
condition in Theorem 1 but still work well in practice.
Turning to the second question, in analogy with Baddeley et al. (2000); Cronie and van Lieshout (2016);
Iftimi et al. (2018); Zhao and Wang (2010), define the random measures
ΞGpC; ρGq “
ÿ
xPΨGXC
1
ρGpxq ,
ΞpC ˆD ˆ E; ρq “
ÿ
px,l,fqPΨXCˆDˆE
1
ρpx, l, fq , C ˆD ˆ E P BpR
d ˆAˆ Fq,
and note that
E rΞpW ˆD ˆ E; ρqs {E rΞGpW ; ρGqs “ |W |νMpD ˆ Eq{|W | “ νMpD ˆ Eq
by the Campbell formula. Hence, ΞGpC; ρGq is an unbiased estimator of |W | and yνMpD ˆ E; ρ, ρGq “ ΞpW ˆ
DˆE; ρq{ΞGpW ; ρGq is a ratio-unbiased estimator of νMpDˆEq, DˆE P BpAˆFq. Following a suggestion by
Stoyan and Stoyan (2000), in (27) it is advised to replace νMpDˆEqśn´1i“1 νMpDi ˆEiq by the corresponding
estimator to obtain a ratio-unbiased estimator which yields better estimates in practice. This approach is referred
to as the Hamilton principle. Moreover, in the case of the minus sampling edge correction, the arguments above
should be applied to |W aŞn´1i“1 Ci| instead of |W |
These observations directly connect to the third question, which is how we deal with the fact that the
true intensity function is unknown in practice. The most common and natural approach is to replace ρp¨q in
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Theorem 1 by a plug-in estimator pρpx, l, fq, px, l, fq PW ˆAˆF . This, however, connects back to the problem
of specifying νM because to estimate ρp¨q we need to know νM – the intensity function is a Radon-Nikodym
derivative with respect to the reference measure. A pragmatic and (we argue) not so restrictive approach
is to assume that there is a common functional mark distribution which coincides with the functional mark
reference measure νF . By doing so, any intensity estimator is of the form pρpx, l, fq “ pρWˆApx, lq “ pQAx plqpρGpxq,
px, l, fq PW ˆAˆF , i.e., it does not depend on the functional mark values. In other words, we are in the land
of estimating intensity functions for point processes with real valued marks or/and multivariate point processes.
Hence, we may consider the estimator
pKpDˆEqŚn´1i“1 pDiˆEiqt pC1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Cn´1q “ 1
νMpD ˆ Eqśn´1i“1 νMpDi ˆ Eiqˆ (28)
ˆ
ÿ
px,l,fqPΨ
ÿ‰
px1,l1,f1q,...,pxn´1,ln´1,fn´1qPΨztpx,l,fqu
wpx, x1, . . . , xn´1qtppl, fq, pl1, f1q, . . . , pln´1, fn´1qqˆ
ˆ 1tpx, l, fq PW ˆD ˆ EupρWˆApx, lq
n´1ź
i“1
1txi PW X px` Ciqu1tpli, fiq P Di ˆ EiupρWˆApxi, liq
of KpDˆEqpDiˆEiq
n´1
i“1
t pC1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Cn´1q. Moreover, taking the Hamilton principle into account, we would here
replace the reference measure related parts in (28) by the estimators y|W | “ ΞpW ; pρGq, yνMpD ˆ E; pρWˆA, pρGq
and yνMpDi ˆ Ei; pρWˆA, pρGq, i “ 1, . . . , n ´ 1. This is indeed quite remarkable – we may estimate a statistic
based on something as abstract as a measure on a Polish function space, as well as a Radon-Nikodym derivative
with respect to it, without ever having to know or consider any of these entities. Now, it should be noted
that the Hamilton principle reference measure estimators may be ignored for certain intensity estimators since
these estimators already satisfy y|W | “ ΞpW ; pρGq “ |W | and yνMpD ˆ E; pρWˆA, pρGq “ νMpD ˆ Eq (Cronie and
van Lieshout, 2018; Moradi et al., 2018). Note finally that if we impose the stronger assumption that there is
a common mark distribution PM (auxiliary and functional marks) which coincides with νM, or if we do not
consider any auxiliary marks, we simply replace pρWˆAp¨q above by pρGp¨q.
How to choose appropriate mark sets and test functions completely depends on the specific context in which
the data are studied as well as the underlying scientific questions. Section 8.2 points to a few different choices
which may be of general interest, in particular for spatio-temporal (functional) marked point processes.
Remark 6. We here briefly indicate how one could exploit our new summary statistics to perform minimum
contrast estimation (Baddeley et al., 2016; Diggle, 2013) when the distribution Pθ0 of Ψ belongs to some para-
metric family Pθ, θ P Θ Ă Rv, v ě 1, of distributions.
Assume that we are able to explicitly derive KpDˆEq
Śn´1
i“1 pDiˆEiq
t prq in Definition 9 for some n ě 2, some
test function t, some choice of mark sets DˆE, Di ˆEi, i “ 1, . . . , n´ 1, any r ě 0 and any θ P Θ. Denoting
this by KpDˆEq
Śn´1
i“1 pDiˆEiq
t pr; θq, we may may obtain an estimate pθ of θ0 by minimising e.g.
θ ÞÑ
ż rmax
rmin
ˇˇˇ
K
pDˆEqŚn´1i“1 pDiˆEiq
t pr; θqq ´ pKpDˆEqŚn´1i“1 pDiˆEiqt prqq ˇˇˇp dr,
for some suitable p, q ą 0 and 0 ď rmin ă rmax ă 8; the non-parametric estimator pKpDˆEqŚn´1i“1 pDiˆEiqt prq is
obtained through Theorem 1 by setting C1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ Cn´1 “ BRdr0, rs, r ě 0.
9 Data analysis
Here, we numerically illustrate how our proposed setting and methods may be applied to real data. In particular,
we will focus on the summary statistics and show their potential usefulness for extracting features in Spanish
province population growth; see the discussion around Figure 1. The boundary and centre coordinate data of
the provinces of Spain are extracted as shapefiles from the R package raster (Hijmans, 2019) and the statistical
information about the population is taken from the web page of the Spanish Institute of Statistics (www.ine.es).
9.1 Spatial variation of population characteristics in Spain
To better understand the structure and dynamics of populations, two key points are having information about
i) the spatial distribution of and the magnitude variation in the demography, and ii) the population growth rate.
In anthropology and demography, demographical evolution and sex-ratio are two important population charac-
teristics which can change over time because of e.g. birth and death rates, economical situations or migration.
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However, it is natural to expect that these indices are much more similar in neighbouring regions/provinces than
in distant regions/provinces. As highlighted in Section 1, one of the most important aspects of the analysis is
to deduce whether the functional marks, i.e. the demographic evolution and sex ratio, are spatially dependent.
For both the demographic evolution and sex ratio curves, we use the test function (26) in the estimator
in expression (28); note that we here assume that there is a common mark distribution and that there are no
auxiliary marks present. In both cases, we observed the functions for 20 distinct years, starting from 1998.
Hence, each such observed function fi can be represented as the collection fipt1q, . . . , fipt20q, i “ 1, . . . , n. As a
result, the distance function (26) for any two observed functions f1 and f2 is approximated by
t˜vpf1, f2q “ b´ a
20
20ÿ
j“1
`
f1ptjq ´ F¯ ptq
˘ `
f2ptjq ´ F¯ ptq
˘
,
where a “ 1998 and b “ 2017. Hence, we focus on pairwise interactions and we let C1 be given by the balls
BR2r0, rs, r ě 0, whereby we obtain a weighted K-function, where we use Ripley’s isotropic edge correction
(recall Corollary 1) to correct for edge effects. Moreover, we estimate the intensity function of the ground
process non-parametrically utilising the density.ppp() function of the R package spatstat (Baddeley et al., 2016).
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Figure 3: Spatial point pattern of the centres of 47 provinces on the Spanish mainland (top left panel). pKˆtprqq1{3
for the demographic evolution in 47 provinces of Spain (solid line), average and simulated pointwise 95%-
envelopes under the homogeneous Poisson process for pKˆtprqq1{3 (dashed lines) (top right panel). Bottom left:
as top right panel but average and simulated 95%-envelopes from 39 random relabellings of the demographic
evolution data (dashed lines). Bottom right: as left but for the sex ratio data. In the bottom panels the curves
are shown only for r ě 48.27 km since for the smaller distances the estimated functional mark K-function
vanishes.
The analysis is illustrated in Figure 3. The top left panel shows the spatial point pattern of the centres of
47 Spanish provinces. The other three panels show the resulting functional marked K-functions for the Spanish
provinces functional marked point pattern (see Figure 1). The transformed Kˆtprq for the data together with
simulated pointwise 95%-envelopes generated from 39 simulations of a homogeneous Poisson process, obtained
by keeping the functional mark fixed, is shown in the top right panel; the obtained intensity estimate was quite
flat so we proceeded assuming homogeneity. Such envelopes are obtained for each value of r by calculating the
smallest and largest simulated values of pKˆtprqq1{3; see (Diggle, 2013). This suggests that the functional marked
Poisson process model does not fit the functional marked data set at the top left panel of Figure 1 well; some
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regular model intuitively makes most sense. The bottom panels show the transformed version of Kˆtprq for the
data and the pointwise 0.05 level envelopes based on 39 simulations for demographic evolution on logarithmic
scale (left) and sex ratio (right). For r ă 48.27km, Kˆtprq “ 0 and is thus not depicted in the bottom panels.
These functions suggest that there is no spatial dependence between the functional marks, which points to that
the way the population size and the sex ratio have evolved from 1998 to now in different provinces are spatially
independent.
10 Discussion
In principle, the current definition of FMPPs may also accommodate situations where we want to consider
locations Xi P S and functional marks Fiptq P S, t P T Ă r0,8q, which live on some (Polish) space S other than
some Euclidean space; e.g., S could be a linear network (Baddeley et al., 2016; Dejby, 2017) or a sphere (Møller
and Rubak, 2016). For instance, in the linear network case, each functional mark would describe the movement
along S of the ith point/event/individual, whereby we would have a setup for modelling e.g. cars driving on a
road network during a given time period.
One could also extend the current setting to having T be an arbitrary (connected) subset of Rd, for some
arbitrary d ě 1, so that when d ě 2 the variable t in each Fiptq represents a "spatial" location and Fi : T Ñ Rk
is a k-variate random field/process. Moreover, this would allow us to let T be any suitable interval in R, not
necessarily a subset of r0,8q; e.g. T “ R.
We have proposed a general framework to analyse dependent functional data, with an emphasis on the
mathematical and statistical aspects of this framework. A wealth of particular cases and models can be treated
using our approach, and thus a plethora of real problems can be analysed using this new context. Although
only one specific data analytic example has been illustrated here, we believe that we have clearly indicated that
many different types of data can be analysed using our framework.
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Appendices
A The (stochastic) growth-interaction process
As mentioned in Section 3.2, one of the models which has given rise to a substantial part of the ideas under-
lying the construction of FMPPs is the growth-interaction process. Originally defined by Renshaw and Särkkä
(Renshaw and Särkkä, 2001; Särkkä and Renshaw, 2006), it has been extensively studied in a series of papers
(Comas, 2009; Comas et al., 2011; Cronie, 2012; Cronie and Särkkä, 2011; Cronie et al., 2013; Renshaw and
Comas, 2009; Renshaw et al., 2009; Renshaw and Särkkä, 2001; Särkkä and Renshaw, 2006), mainly within
the forestry context. However, its representation as a functional marked point process has only been noted in
(Comas et al., 2011; Cronie, 2012).
A growth-interaction process Ψ is a spatio-temporal FMPP with ΨXˆA “ tpXi, Ti, LiquNi“1 and k “ 1, so
that F “ U . When the spatial domain is bounded, which is the case in all of the above references, the ground
process ΨG “ tXiuNi“1 Ă X is generated by a homogeneous Poisson process with intensity λ ą 0. Conditionally
on ΨG, the auxiliary marks are given by Li “ pTi, Diq P Ac “ r0,8q2, i “ 1, . . . , N , where the Ti’s are iid
UnipT q-distributed arrival times and Di “ Ti ` ξi, where the ξi’s are iid Exppµq-distributed, µ ą 0, death
times. Turning to Ψ|ΨXˆA, conditionally on ΨXˆA the functional marks are governed by a system of ordinary
differential equations,
dFiptq
dt
“ hpFiptq; θq ´
Nÿ
j“1
1tj ‰ iuh¯ppXi, Ti, Di, Fiptqq, pXj , Tj , Dj , Fjptqq; θq, t P supppFiq “ rTi, Diq,
i “ 1, . . . , N . Here hp¨q represents the individual growth of the ith individual, in absence of spatial interaction
with other individuals, and h¯p¨q is the amount of spatial interaction to which individual i is subjected by
individual j during the infinitesimal interval rt, t` dts.
As can be found in the above-mentioned references, the usual application of this model is the modelling of
the collective development of trees in a forest stand; Xi is the location of the ith tree, Ti is its birth time, Di
is its death time, and Fiptq represents its radius (at breast height) at time t.
As one may argue that this approach does not incorporate individual growth features in the radial growth
sufficiently well, Cronie (2012) suggested that a scaled white noise processes should be added to each functional
mark equation, i.e., conditionally on ΨXˆA, we would instead consider functional marks
dFi˚ ptq “ dFiptq ` σpFiptq; θqdWiptq,
where W1ptq, . . . ,WN ptq, are independent standard Brownian motions and σp¨q is some suitable diffusion coef-
ficient. Here the noise would represent measurement errors and give rise to individual growth deviations. The
resulting stochastic differential equation marked point process, the stochastic growth-interaction process, was
then studied in the simplified case where the spatial interaction is negligible, i.e. h¯p¨q ” 0.
A further extension of the model, to the multivariate setting, would be obtained by letting Li “ pSi, Ti, Diq P
A “ AdˆAc “ t1, . . . , kduˆr0,8q2, where Si would represent the specie of the ith tree. The individual growth
will here change to
hpFiptq; θq “
kdÿ
l“1
1tSi “ luhlpFiptq;Si, θq
and the interaction h¯ppXi, Ti, Di, Fiptqq, pXj , Tj , Dj , Fjptqq; θq will be given by
kdÿ
l“1
kdÿ
m“1
1tSi “ l, Sj “ muh¯lmppXi, Ti, Di, Fiptqq, pXj , Tj , Dj , Fjptqq; θq,
for species specific functions hlp¨q and h¯lmp¨q, l,m “ 1, . . . , kd. In other words, the growths and interactions
depend explicitly on the species.
B Examples of applications
Besides the applications mentioned in the main text, we here give a list of further possible applications of
FMPPs, providing a wide scope of the current framework.
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1. Modelling individual/animal movements: Spatial movement data sets include animal (e.g. elk) movements,
car movements and eye movements, to name a few examples. Whether we are modelling the movements
of a group of individuals or the movement of a specific individual (recall the lower row of Figure 1), the
ith path, i “ 1, . . . , N , may be described by
Fiptq “ 1tt ď TiuXi ` 1tt P pTi, DiquFi˚ ppt´ Tiq ^ 0q ` 1tt ě DiuFipDiq P X Ă R2, t P T ,
where Xi P X Ă R2 is the starting location of the ith path/piece, Ti P T is the associated starting time,
Di P T , Di a.są Ti, is the associated end time and Fi˚ ptq “ pFi˚1ptq, Fi˚2ptqq P R2, t ě 0, Fi˚ p0q “ Xi, is some
continuous spatial stochastic process describing the actual path; here Fi “ pFi1, Fi2q P F “ U2, where
Fi1 “ tFi1ptqutPT and Fi2 “ tFi2ptqutPT control the x-axis and y-axis displacements, respectively. Note
that the ith movement only consists of the spatial point Xi for t ď Ti and it is absorbed in FipDiq P X
once t “ Di. Here, ΨG “ tpXi, TiquNi“1 constitutes a spatio-temporal point process to which we assign
auxiliary marks given by the end times Di; if this point process is finite then we may instead let the
auxiliary marks be given by Li “ pTi, Diq P A “ T 2 and the ground process by ΨG “ tXiuNi“1. What
essentially sets the group movement modelling apart from the individual movement modelling is what we
associate each of the above components with:
(a) Movements of a group of individuals: Here each index i “ 1, . . . , N indicates an individual, Xi the
location where it was first observed during the study period T , Ti P T the time point at which
it first started moving during T and Di the time at which it stops moving, which happens at the
location FipDiq. Note that since we assume N to be random, we also make the assumption that we
do not know a priori how many individuals we will observe during T – we may always condition on
N “ n ě 1. An illustrative example is provided by the lower row of Figure 1.
(b) Modelling the movement of only one individual, who stops at different locations: Here tpXi, TiquNi“1
describes the N locations and times at which the individual stops during the time interval T . The end
times satisfy FipDiq “ Xi`1 (the individual moves betweenXi andXi`1) and Ti ă Di ă Ti`1 ă Di`1
a.s. for any i “ 1, . . . , N ´ 1; note that the strict inequality Di ă Ti`1 ensures that there is actually
a stop at location Xi`1 and Ti`1 ´Di is the amount of time spent at location Xi`1.
Note that we may also accommodate analysing n ě 1 different individuals in the above fashion
by considering a vector of n different such FMPPs to obtain a multivariate FMPP. This may be
superpositioned and treated as a multi-type FMPP, where we keep track of a specific individual’s
index by adding the component t1, . . . , nu to the auxiliary mark space.
As monitoring (through e.g. GPS) happens discretely in practice, Fi˚ can be approximated in a number
of ways, e.g. by means of line segments or basis expansions etc, and thus capture the main shape of the
path/curve.
If it is the case that the actual spatial movement path has not been recorded, or if the movements are
essentially straight lines, we may replace the spatial functional movement mark above by the the total
variation/arc length function of the ith movement, as it represents the distance travelled by individual i
up to time t, having started from the random location Xi. Note that the functional marks with which we
mark ΨXˆA “ tpXi, Ti, DiquNi“1 here, i.e. the total variation functions, take values in r0,8q as opposed to
in X . Here it may also be relevant to add the individual movement directions as auxiliary marks, since
anisotropy may have to be accounted for/analysed.
2. Spread of pollutant: Xi is the pollution location, Fiphq gives us the ground concentration of the contam-
inant at distance h “ }Xi ´ x}, x P X , from Xi and the auxiliary mark Li is the type of contaminant
considered, provided that there are different types of contaminants present.
3. Modelling tumours: X represents a region in the human body, Xi P X is the location of the centre of the
ith tumour and Fiptq is its approximate volume/area at time t.
4. Disease incidences in epidemics: Each Fiptq is a stochastic process with piecewise constant sample paths
(e.g. a Poisson process), which counts the number of incidences having occurred by time t at the epidemic
centre Xi.
5. Population growth: Xi is the location of a village/town/city, Li the time point at which it was founded
and Fiptq its total population at time t.
6. Mobile communication: Consider an FMPP Ψ where each Xi P X Ă R2 represents the location of a
cellphone caller who makes a call at time Ti, which lasts until Di “ Ti ` Li, where the auxiliary mark
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Li represents the duration of the call. Then the function Fiptq “ 1rTi,Diqptq represents the phone call in
question. The total load on a server/antenna located at s P X , which has spatial reach within the region
B Ă X , s P B, is provided by Nsptq “ řNi“1 1BpXiqFiptq. Assuming that the server has capacity csptq
at time t, it breaks down if suptPT csptq ´ Nsptq ď 0. Note the connection with Baum and Kalashnikov
(2001).
An extension here could be to let Fiptq “ Γi1rTi,Diqptq for some random quantity Γi “ ΓipXi, Ti, Diq,
which represents the specific load that call i puts on the network.
C Specific auxiliary and functional mark space choices
We here look closer at a few different choices for the auxiliary mark space A and the functional mark space F ,
as well as the reference measures νA and νF .
C.1 Auxiliary mark spaces
Recall that the auxiliary mark space is given by A Ă RkA , kA ě 1. This implies that each auxiliary mark
Li “ pL1i, . . . , LkAiq is given by a kA-dimensional random vector. We here provide a couple of illustrative
examples:
i) Type classifications/labels: kA “ 1 and A Ă R is a discrete space, e.g. t1, . . . , kdu, kd ě 2, whereby each
random variable Li has a discrete distribution on A. Recall from Section C that we refer to this as the
multi-type/multivariate setting, since here ΨXˆA hereby becomes a multi-type/multivariate point process
in Rd.
ii) Continuous auxiliary information: kA ě 1 and the distributions of the random vectors Li “ pL1i, . . . , LkAiq P
A Ă RkA are continuous. This corresponds to e.g. some additional temporal information, such as a lifetime
which controls the support of the functional mark. Note that here ΨXˆA becomes a marked point process
in Rd with continuous real valued marks in A Ă RkA .
iii) A combination of i) and ii): kA “ kAd ` kAc , kAd , kAc ě 1, so that
Li “ pL1i, . . . , LkAd i, LpkAd`1qi, . . . , LkAiq P A “ Ad ˆAc Ă RkAd ˆ RkAc “ RkA ,
where L1i, . . . , LkAd i are discrete random variables on the discrete space Ad and LpkAd`1qi, . . . , LkAi are
continuous random variables on Ac; the above marginal random variables may naturally be dependent.
Here ΨXˆA becomes a marked multivariate point process in Rd and exemplifying through trees, when
kAd “ kAc “ 1, we obtain that different types of trees may have different lifetimes.
Recall that the choice of A affects how we choose the reference measure νA on A; we require that νApAq ă 8.
To exemplify how to choose the auxiliary mark reference measure νA, taking the scenarios above into account,
when A “ Ad ˆ Ac Ă RkAd ˆ RkAc is as in iii), we will assume that it is given by the product measure
νA “ νAd b νAc , where:
• νAdp¨q “
ř
iPAd ∆iδip¨q, ∆i ě 0, is some measure on the discrete space Ad Ă RkAd (e.g. some subset of
ZkAd ) such as the counting measure (obtained by setting ∆i ” 1) if Ad is bounded (e.g. if kAd “ 1 and
Ad “ t1, . . . , kdu for some bounded integer kd ě 2, where νAdpAdq “ kd). If Ad is an unbounded set, e.g.
Ad “ ZkAd , we could instead choose some suitable discrete probability measure, i.e. řiPAd ∆i “ 1.
• The measure νAc governing Ac Ă Rkc is given by the Lebesgue measure (or its normalised version, the
uniform measure νAcp¨q “ | ¨ |{|Ac|) when Ac is bounded and some suitable probability measure (i.e.
νAcpAcq “ 1) if Ac is an unbounded set such as Rkc or r0,8qkc .
C.1.1 Auxiliary mark distributions
Depending on how we define the distributions of the auxiliary marks, the auxiliary mark space A and the
auxiliary mark reference measure νA, the measures PAx1,...,xnp¨q in (9) and thereby the product densities and the
correlation functionals can take quite different forms. Continuing the discussions above and in Section 2.3, we
next look closer at a few particular cases.
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1. Multi-type/multivariate FMPPs: Recall that when each auxiliary mark has a discrete distribution on
A “ t1, . . . , kdu, kd ě 2, so that we may represent Ψ by pΨ1, . . . ,Ψkdq, where Ψi “ tpx, fq : px, j, fq P
Ψ, j “ iu Ă X ˆ F is the projection of Ψ based on the auxiliary mark set tiu, i “ 1, . . . , kd, we call Ψ a
multivariate/multi-type FMPP. Its ground process ΨG may be represented by pΨ1G, . . . ,ΨkdG q, where ΨiG
is the ground process of Ψi, and Ψi has intensity functional ρipx, fq “ Qi,Fx pfqρiGpxq, where ρiGp¨q is the
intensity function of ΨiG and Q
i,F
x pfq is the conditional density governing the distribution of a functional
mark of Ψi on F , which we interpret conditionally on Ψi having a point at location x P X .
Turning to the discrete finite auxiliary mark reference measure νA, we obtain
PAx1,...,xnpD1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆDnq “
ÿ
l1PD1XA
¨ ¨ ¨
ÿ
lnPDnXA
QAx1,...,xnpl1, . . . , lnqνApl1q ¨ ¨ ¨ νAplnq,
for D1, . . . , Dn P BpRq, where QAx1,...,xnp¨q is the corresponding n-dimensional probability mass function.
Further, the 1-dimensional Campbell formula now reads
E
»– ÿ
px,l,fqPΨ
hpx, l, fq
fifl “ ÿ
lPA
νAplq
ż
XˆF
hpx, l, fqρpx, l, fqdxνF pdfq
and comparing it to the Campbell formula for Ψi, we obtainż
XˆF
hpx, fqρipx, fqdxνF pdfq “ E
»– ÿ
px,fqPΨi
hpx, fq
fifl “ νApiq ż
XˆF
hpx, fqρpx, i, fqdxνF pdfq
for any measurable h : X ˆ F Ñ r0,8q, so in particular,
Qi,Fx pfqρiGpxq “ ρipx, fq “ ρpx, i, fqνApiq “ QFpx,iqpfqρGpxqQAx piqνApiq, i P A “ t1, . . . , kdu.
Recalling where we expressed the auxiliary references measure as νAp¨q “ řiPA∆iδip¨q “ řkdi“1 ∆iδip¨q,
∆i ě 0, above, when A contains a finite set of labels we see that by setting all ∆i “ 1, i.e. letting νA be
given by the counting measure on A, we obtain that
Qi,Fx pfqρiGpxq “ ρipx, fq “ ρpx, i, fq “ QFpx,iqpfqρGpxqQAx piq,
which often is the most natural choice. Hence, if we ignore the functional marks, i.e. we consider ΨXˆA,
we obtain that
ρiGpxq “ ρipxq “ ρXˆApx, iq “ ρGpxqQAx piq,
which we recognise from the common multi-type point process setting. To exemplify, note that if each
auxiliary mark has a (marginal) multinomial distribution with parameter pii, i P A “ t1, . . . , kdu, and νA
is the counting measure on A, then
Qi,Fx pfqρiGpxq “ ρipx, fq “ ρpx, i, fq “ QFpx,iqpfqρGpxqpii,
so if we ignore the functional marks, we obtain that
ρiGpxq “ ρGpxqpii,
which is the intensity often considered in the multi-type point process setting.
2. When each Li “ pL1i, . . . , LkAiq P A “ Ac Ă RkAc , kA ě 1, is a continuous random variable and A
is bounded, the natural candidate for νA would be the Lebesgue measure on pA,BpAqq. Recalling (7),
each QAx1,...,xnpl1, . . . , lnq may be interpreted as a (conditional) probability density function on An in the
classical sense. When A is not bounded, since we have required that νA must be finite, it would be natural
to choose νA as some probability measure. E.g., when A “ RkA , recalling that we interpret PAx1,...,xnp¨q in
(9) as the conditional probability PppL1, . . . , Lnq P ¨|pX1, . . . , Xnq “ px1, . . . , xnqq, by letting Z1, . . . , Zn
be iid random variables with distribution νA, we would obtain
PAx1,...,xnpC1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Cnq “
ż
C1ˆ¨¨¨ˆCn
QAx1,...,xnpl1, . . . , lnqνApdl1q ¨ ¨ ¨ νApdlnq
“ Er1tZ1 P C1, . . . , Zn P CnuQAx1,...,xnpZ1, . . . , Znqs
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for any C1, . . . , Cn P BpRkAq. If further νA has a density fZp¨q with respect to the Lebesgue mea-
sure on RkA , we obtain that the density of PAx1,...,xnp¨q with respect to the Lebesgue measure is given
by QAx1,...,xnpl1, . . . , lnq
śn
i“1 fZipliq. Hence, there is always a natural way of specifying the density of
PAx1,...,xnp¨q; it is a product of two components, where one controls the dependence structure and the other
is a classical multivariate density corresponding to iid random variables.
3. In the last scenario, kA “ kAd ` kAc , kAd , kAc ě 1, and
Li “ pL1i, . . . , LkAd i, LpkAd`1qi, . . . , LkAiq P A “ Ad ˆAc Ă RkAd ˆ RkAc “ RkA ,
where pL1i, . . . , LkAd iq is a discrete random vector on the discrete space Ad and pLpkAd`1qi, . . . , LkAiq
is a continuous random vector on Ac Ă RkAd . Here we simply let the reference measure be given by
νAp¨q “ rνAd b νAcsp¨q, the product measure of the two reference measures defined on the two spaces Ad
(discrete) and Ac (continuous).
To exemplify, consider the case where kAd “ kAc “ 1, so that each auxiliary mark has the form Li “
pLi1, Li2q P Ad ˆ Ac Ă R ˆ R. E.g., Ad “ t1, . . . , kdu and Ac “ R, where the discrete random variable
Li1 P t1, . . . , kdu may indicate which type the ith point belongs to, whereas Li2 may serve the purpose of,
say, controlling the functional mark(s). For Borel sets Di “ Di1 ˆDi2 Ă Ad ˆAc “ A, i “ 1, . . . , n, we
have
PAx1,...,xnpD1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆDnq “
“
ż
D1ˆ¨¨¨ˆDn
QAx1,...,xnppl11, l12q, . . . , pln1, ln2qqνAdptl11uqνAcpdl12q ¨ ¨ ¨ νAdptln1uqνAcpdln2q
“
ÿ
pl11,...,ln1qPD11ˆ¨¨¨ˆDn1
nź
i“1
νAdptli1uqˆ
ˆ
ż
D12ˆ¨¨¨ˆDn2
QAx1,...,xnppl11, l12q, . . . , pln1, ln2qqνAcpdl12q ¨ ¨ ¨ νAcpdln2q,
i.e., a conditional mixed distribution function of the auxiliary marks, given that pLi1, Li2q “ pli1, li2q,
i “ 1, . . . , n. Note first that if νAd is the counting measure on Ad, then the product in the expression
above vanishes. Moreover, in many settings it may be natural to let one of the following hold:
• If all the discrete random variables L11, . . . , LN1 are independent of all the continuous random vari-
ables L12, . . . , LN2, then
PAx1,...,xnpD1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆDnq “ PAdx1,...,xnpD11 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆDn1qPAcx1,...,xnpD12 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆDn2q,
where the first term on the right hand side has the form described in item 1. above and the second
the form described in item 2. above.
• Let Li1 and Li2 only depend on each other as well as the associated location Xi, but be independent
of ΨXˆAztpXi, pLi1, Li2qqu. Then,
PAx1,...,xnpD1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆDnq “
nź
i“1
PAxipDi1 ˆDi2q.
• Combining the former two independence assumptions we obtain that L11, . . . , LN1, L12, . . . , LN2 are
all independent of each other but still location-dependent. Hence,
PAx1,...,xnpD1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆDnq “
nź
i“1
PAdxi pDi1qPAcxi pDi2q
“
nź
i“1
ÿ
li1PDi1
QAdxi pli1qνAdptli1uq
ż
Di2
QAcxi pli2qνAcpdli2q.
Note that if all Li1 are conditionally independent Bernoulli distributed random variables with pa-
rameter ppXiq P r0, 1s, then QAdxi pli1q “ ppXiq1tli1 “ 1u`p1´ppXiqq1tli1 “ 0u. In a forestry context,
where e.g. Li1 “ 1 would mean that tree i is a spruce and Li1 “ 0 that it is a pine, we are here
saying that a tree has a higher probability of being a pine in certain areas but a spruce in other areas.
Moreover, if all Li2 are independent and exponentially distributed with location-dependent parame-
ter µpXiq ą 0, then QAcxi pli2qνAcpdli2q “ µpxiq e´µpxiqli2 dli2, so if we choose the reference measure to
be a unit rate exponential distribution, i.e. νAcpdli2q “ e´li2 dli2, then QAcxi pli2q “ µpxiq e´li2pµpxiq`1q.
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C.2 Functional mark spaces
As mentioned in Section 2.3, we here briefly provide an overview of the two most natural Polish functions spaces,
which we may employ as functional mark space components U . We further also look at different functional mark
distribution properties.
Considering a stochastic process Y , i.e. a measurable mapping
Y : pT ˆ Ω,BpT q b Σq Ñ pR,BpRqq, (29)
we say that Y is a random element in U , or that Y has sample paths in U , if for each fixed ω P Ω, the
function Y p¨, ωq “ tY pt, ωq, t P T u with parameter t P T , known as a sample path/realisation, belongs to U .
As such, any sample path is a measurable mapping from pT ,BpT qq to pR,BpRqq and for each fixed t P T , the
mapping Ω Q ω Ñ Y pt, ωq P R is a well-defined random variable on pΩ,Σq. The induced probability measure
PY pEq “ Pptω P Ω : Y p¨, ωq P Euq, E P BpUq, is called the distribution of Y and it is governed by the
finite dimensional distributions PpY pt1q P B1, . . . , Y ptnq P Bnq, n ě 1, t1, . . . , tn P T , B1, . . . , Bn P BpRq, by
Kolmogorov’s consistency theorem. Moreover, since U is assumed to be a Polish (topological) space, there exists
a metric dU pf, gq, f, g P U , which turns U into a complete separable metric space.
C.2.1 Skorohod and Lp spaces
Consider first the case where U is given by
DT pRq “ tf : T Ñ R|f is càdlàgu,
which is the set of càdlàg, i.e. right continuous with left limits, functions f : T Ñ R (Billingsley, 1999; Ethier
and Kurtz, 1986; Jacod and Shiryaev, 1987; Silvestrov, 2004). Consider now the collection Λ of all strictly
increasing, surjective and Lipschitz continuous functions λ : T Ñ T , λp0q “ 0, limtÑ8 λptq “ T˚ “ sup T (with
T˚ “ 8 if T “ r0,8q), such that
upλq “ sup
s,tPT :tăs
ˇˇˇˇ
log
λpsq ´ λptq
s´ t
ˇˇˇˇ
ă 8.
Endowing U “ DT pRq with the metric
dU pf, gq “ dDT pRqpf, gq “ inf
λPΛ
"
upλq _
ż
T
e´u sup
tPT
t|fpt^ uq ´ gpλptq ^ uq| ^ 1udu
*
,
which turns it into a complete and separable metric space (Ethier and Kurtz, 1986), the corresponding topology
is called a Skorohod topology and DT pRq is called a Skorohod space. We note that functions in DT pRq include
e.g. sample paths of Markov processes, Lévy processes and semi-martingales, as well as empirical distribution
functions. We further note that the classical Wiener space, i.e., the space CT pRq “ tf : T Ñ R : f continuousu is
a subspace of DT pRq and for these functions dDT pRq reduces to the uniform metric d8pf, gq “ suptPT |fptq´gptq|.
In addition, the Borel σ-algebra BpCT pRqq generated by d8p¨, ¨q on CT pRq satisfies BpCT pRqq “ tE X CT pRq :
E P BpDT pRqqu Ă BpDT pRqq (Jacod and Shiryaev, 1987, Chapter VI). Hence, we can accommodate e.g. diffusion
processes or some other class of processes with continuous sample paths (note also that each space CkT pRq, k P N,
of k times continuously differentiable functions is a subspace of CT pRq).
Consider now the following definition, given in accordance with (Silvestrov, 2004, 1.6.1).
Definition 12. A stochastic process Y ptq “ pY1ptq, . . . , Ykptqq, k ě 1, t P T , is called a k-dimensional càdlàg
stochastic process if each of its sample paths Y pωq “ tY pt;ωqutPT , ω P Ω, is an element of F “ Uk.
In light of this definition, since U is given by the Skorohod space DT pRq, the functional marks Fiptq “
pFi1ptq, . . . , Fikptqq P Rk, t P T Ă r0,8q, i “ 1, . . . , N , will be a collection of (possibly dependent) k-dimensional
càdlàg stochastic processes. For details on filtrations with respect to càdlàg stochastic processes, see (Jacod
and Shiryaev, 1987, Chapter VI).
Next, consider the case where U is given by the class of measurable functions
Lp “ LppT ,BpT q, | ¨ |q “
#
f : T Ñ R
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ}f}p “
ˆż
T
|fptq|pdt
˙1{p
ă 8
+
, 1 ď p ă 8. (30)
The metric on U “ Lp is given by dU pf, gq “ dLppf, gq “ }f ´ g}p. Since pT ,BpT q, | ¨ |q is σ-finite and countably
generated, it follows that Lp is a complete and separable metric space whenever 1 ď p ă 8 (Billingsley, 1995,
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p. 243). Hence, given the dLp -induced topology, Lp is an example of a Polish space. Moreover, we have that Lp
is a Banach space and in the particular case where p “ 2, which constitutes all square integrable functions, U
is additionally a Hilbert space with inner product xf, gy “ şT fptqgptqdt. Recalling the stochastic process Y in
(29), note that we here assume that ż
T
|Y pt, ωq|pdt ă 8 for all ω P Ω,
i.e., Y is a (measurable) stochastic process with sample paths in Lp. There is further a connection between
LppT ,BpT q, |¨|q and the setting where each Y ptq, t P T , belongs to the space LppΩ,Σ,Pq of random variables with
finite pth moment, i.e., pEr|Y ptq|psq1{p ă 8. If Y has sample paths in LppT ,BpT q, |¨|q, then pEr|Y ptq|psq1{p ă 8,
t P T , since
Er|Y ptq|ps “
ż
Ω
|Y pt, ωq|pPpdωq ď
ż
Ω
ż
T
|Y pt, ωq|pdtPpdωq ă 8.
In other words, by assuming that our functional mark space U is given by LppT ,BpT q, | ¨ |q, we automatically
have that each functional mark Fipωq “ tFipt, ωqutPT , ω P Ω, has finite pth moment for any t P T , i.e., Fiptq P
LppΩ,Σ,Pq for any t P T . Reversely, if Y ptq P LppΩ,Σ,Pq for any t P T , i.e., Er|Y ptq|ps “
ş
Ω
|Y pt, ωq|pPpdωq ă
8, t P T , it follows that Y a.s. has sample paths in LppT ,BpT q, | ¨ |q whenever T is bounded. When T is
unbounded, by requiring that there is an integrable function g P Lp such that |Y pt, ωq|p ď gptq, t P T , for each
ω P Ω, we have that Er|Y ptq|ps ď gptq and şT |Y pt, ωq|pdt ď şT gptqdt ă 8. In other words, Y has sample paths
in LppT ,BpT q, | ¨ |q and Y ptq P LppΩ,Σ,Pq for any t P T , so a functional mark here belongs to both of theses
Lp-space.
C.2.2 Functional mark distributions and their finite-dimensional distributions
We next look closer at different structures for the distributions PFpx1,l1q,...,pxn,lnqp¨q in (10), or equivalently the den-
sitiesQFpx1,l1q,...,pxn,lnqp¨q in (8). Recall, in particular, the random functional Ψ|ΨXˆA “ tF1|ΨXˆA, . . . , FN |ΨXˆAu “tF1ptq|ΨXˆA, . . . , FN ptq|ΨXˆAutPT Ă F from Section 2.2, which we view as a stochastic process with dimension
N for which all the marginal distributions are the same. Note that PFpx1,l1q,...,pxn,lnqp¨q governs the distribution
of n components of Ψ|ΨXˆA.
Being a distribution on the function space pFn,BpFnqq, each PFpx1,l1q,...,pxn,lnqp¨q is an abstract and non-
tractable object, despite the fact that we may sometimes be able to explicitly define its densityQFpx1,l1q,...,pxn,lnqp¨q
with respect to some reference measure νnF (recall expression (3)). Below, we provide different examples of how
such functional mark distributions may be specified e.g. through the choice of functional reference measure νF .
Since Ψ|ΨXˆA may be treated as a continuous-time stochastic process, for all practical and mathematically
explicit purposes, we turn to the finite-dimensional distributions of the functional marks. For an informative
discussion on finite-dimensional distributions for càdlàg processes, see Silvestrov (2004, Section 1.6.2).
Conditionally on ΨXˆA, assume that we have tpXi, LiquiPI “ tpxi, liquiPI , I “ t1, . . . , nu Ă t1, . . . , Nu,
denote the cardinality of I by |I| “ n, and consider
Ψ|ΨXˆA Ą FI “ tFIptqutPT “ tpF1ptq, . . . , Fnptqq|tpXj , Ljq “ pxj , ljqunj“1utPT P Fn “ pUkqn, (31)
where we note that FIptq P pRkqn for any t P T . It follows that PFpx1,l1q,...,pxn,lnqp¨q, which is the distribution
of FI on pFn,BpFnqq “ ppUkqn,BppUkqnqq, is uniquely determined by the finite-dimensional distributions of FI
(Silvestrov, 2004, Lemma 1.6.1.):
PFI “ tPFIpSlqpA1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆAlq : l ě 1, Sl “ ts1, . . . , slu Ă T , A1, . . . , Al P BpRkqnu,
PFIpSlqp¨q “ PppFIps1q, . . . , FIpslqq P ¨q.
Conditionally on ΨXˆA, it follows that tFiuNi“1, i.e. Ψ|ΨXˆA, is completely determined by the collectiontPFI uIPPN , where PN denotes the power set of t1, . . . , Nu; recall that conditioning on ΨXˆA implies con-
ditioning on N . If, in addition, PFIpSlq is absolutely continuous with respect to the corresponding Lebesgue
measure,
PFIpSlqpA1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆAlq “
ż
A1
¨ ¨ ¨
ż
Al
Qs1,...,slpx1,l1q,...,pxn,lnqpu1, . . . , ulqdu1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dul (32)
for some probability densityQs1,...,slpx1,l1q,...,pxn,lnq on ppRkqnql, where sj P T , j “ 1, . . . , l, correspond to the evaluation
time points and
uj “
¨˚
˝uj1...
ujn
‹˛‚“
¨˚
˝uj11 ¨ ¨ ¨ uj1k... . . . ...
ujn1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ujnk
‹˛‚P Rnˆk, j “ 1, . . . , l.
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Here row i P t1, . . . , nu corresponds to the sampling at times s1, . . . , sl of an element Fi|ΨXˆA “ pFi1|ΨXˆA, . . . , Fik|ΨXˆAq P
Uk of FI . This is a more natural and feasible way to specify a specific model structure for the functional marks,
compared to specifying the functional densities directly. To exemplify, assume that Fiptq P R, i.e. k “ 1, and
that we are considering the joint distribution of two functional marks F1 and F2 conditionally on ΨXˆA. Then
this reduces to
Qs1,...,slpx1,l1q,px2,l2qpu1, . . . , ulq, uj “
ˆ
uj11
uj21
˙
”
ˆ
uj1
uj2
˙
P R2, j “ 1, . . . , l.
Considering an FMPP for which the marks have not been sampled in their entirety, but rather at the sample
times s1, . . . , sl P T , we see that the densities Qs1,...,slpx1,l1q,...,pxn,lnqp¨q, n ě 1, constitute the part the likelihood
function that corresponds to the functional marks.
Recall the underlying filtered probability space pΩ,Σ,ΣT ,Pq mentioned in Section 2.2 and assume that
Ψ|ΨXˆA is adapted to it, i.e., ΣT “ tΣtutPT is an increasing family of σ-algebras such that Fiptq|ΨXˆA is Σt-
measurable for any t P T and any i “ 1, . . . , N . Recalling FI Ă Ψ|ΨXˆA from expression (31), one way of having
a natural filtration/history in this context would be to consider ΣFIt “ σtFIpsq´1pAq : s P T Xr0, ts, A P BpRq|I|u,
i.e. the σ-algebra generated by FI over r0, ts, t P T , and to assume that the underlying filtered probability space
satisfies ΣFIt Ă Σt for any element I in the power set PN .
C.2.3 Random functional mark supports
We have previously mentioned that one of the main purposes of the auxiliary marks is to control the functional
marks. One such setting is the case when the support of Fi is such that supppFiq “ Si “ SipXi, Liq Ă T , i “
1, . . . , N , i.e. conditionally on ΨXˆA, the support depends on Xi and Li. Fixing pXi, Liq “ pxi, liq, i “ 1, . . . , n,
it then follows that QFpx1,l1q,...,pxn,lnqpf1, . . . , fnq “ 0 if, for any i “ 1, . . . , n, fi P Fztf P F : supppfq “ Siu.
C.2.4 Deterministic functional marks
As in the case of constructed marks (e.g. LISA functions) or in the case of the classical growth-interaction
process, conditionally on ΨXˆA we may want to consider deterministic functional marks.
Given some deterministic function f˚px, l, tq P Rk, px, l, tq P XˆAˆT , such that, for any fixed px, lq P XˆA,
the function f˚px,lq “ tf˚px,lqptq “ f˚px, l, tq : t P T u belongs to F “ Uk, assume that we want to construct our
functional marks in such a way that Fi “ f˚pxi,liq conditionally on pXi, Liq “ pxi, liq. To this end, for any n ě 1
and E1, . . . , En P BpFq, let
PFpx1,l1q,...,pxn,lnqpE1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Enq “
nź
i“1
PFpxi,liqpEiq “
nź
i“1
δf˚pxi,liq
pEiq “
nź
i“1
1tf˚pxi,liq P Eiu,
where we recall that δf˚px,lqp¨q denotes the point mass (Dirac measure) of the function f˚px,lq. Hence, PFpx1,l1q,...,pxn,lnqpE1ˆ
¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Enq “ 1 if for each i “ 1, . . . , n we have Fi “ f˚pxi,liq.
C.2.5 Wiener measure generated densities
Assuming that the functional reference measure νF p¨q in expression (3) is given by the Wiener measure WF p¨q
on pF ,BpFqq, we may next ask ourselves the adequate question how one could obtain explicit forms for the
densities QFpx1,l1q,...,pxn,lnqp¨q. To give an indication of what this really means, assume that conditionally on
ΨXˆA, we want pF1ptq, . . . , Fnptqq to be given by, say, an n-dimensional diffusion process pY1ptq, . . . , Ynptqq,
t P T . Recalling Section 2.3, under certain conditions the use of the Cameron-Martin-Girsanov theorem (see
e.g. Skorohod (1967); Rajput (1972); Jacod and Shiryaev (1987); Maniglia and Rhandi (2004); Klebaner (2005);
Kallenberg (2006); Mörters and Peres (2010) and the references therein) gives rise to explicit expressions for
QFpx1,l1q,...,pxn,lnqp¨q. Furthermore, changing the support of each Fi to some interval Si Ă T can be obtained by
multiplying the density by the point mass δΓipfq, where Γi is the collection of all functions with support given
by Si, i “ 1, . . . , n, and/or by applying time-change/stopping results to pY1ptq, . . . , Ynptqq before applying the
Cameron-Martin-Girsanov theorem. We note that such a setup would be the underlying construction for the
extensions discussed in Section A. We stress that most of the ideas indicated may very well be applied to, say,
Lévy process/semi-martingale generated random measures on pF ,BpFqq (see e.g. Jacod and Shiryaev (1987);
Skorohod (1967)). Note e.g. that in the Poisson process functional mark case one would be able to generate
multivariate functional marks given by multivariate Poisson processes, a construction similar to the one in Crété
et al. (2013).
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C.2.6 Markovian functional marks
In many cases it may be of interest to let the functional marks be given by Markov processes. This is e.g. the
case when considering the stochastic growth-interaction process or, more generally, when each mark is given by
some diffusion process.
We say that Ψ has Markovian functional marks if each component of Ψ|ΨXˆA is a Markov process, which
is to say that each FI , I P PN , constitutes a Markov process: for s, t P T , s ď t,
P pFIptq P A|Σsq “ P pFIptq P A|FIpsqq “ PFIt,s pA;FIpsqq, A P BpRq|I|,
where the right hand side is the FI -transition probability. When there exist transition densities pFIt,sput;usq,
ut, us P Rnˆk, with respect to the corresponding Lebesgue measure, i.e. PFIt,s pA;usq “
ş
A
pFIt,sput;usqdut, we find
that the density in (32) reduces to
Qs1px1,l1q,...,pxn,lnqpu1q
lź
i“2
pFIsi,si´1pui;ui´1q, u1, . . . , ul P Rnˆk. (33)
D Specific classes of FMPPs
Having defined a general structure for FMPPs, we here turn to different model constructions.
D.1 Functional marked Cox processes
We here consider Cox processes (see e.g. (Chiu et al., 2013, p. 154)) in the current context of functional marking.
These are common and interesting models for spatial clustering.
Definition 13. Given a locally finite random measure ΛG on X , a (spatio-temporal) FMPP Ψ is called a
(spatio-temporal) functional marked Cox process (directed by ΛG) if the ground process ΨG constitutes a ΛG-
directed Cox process on X . In other words, conditionally on ΛG, ΨG is a Poisson process with intensity measure
µG “ ΛG.
Assume next that the random measure ΛGpCq “
ş
C
Λpxqdx, C P BpX q, is generated by an a.s. non-negative
random field Λ “ tΛpxquxPX , which consequently must be a.s. locally integrable. Note that in the spatio-
temporal case it is natural to write Λpx, tq to emphasize that the random field has a time component. It now
follows that the nth product density is given by (Daley and Vere-Jones, 2003, Chapter 6.2.)
ρpnqppx1, l1, f1q, . . . , pxn, ln, fnqq “ QFpx1,l1q,...,pxn,lnqpf1, . . . , fnqQAx1,...,xnpl1, . . . , lnqE
«
nź
i“1
ΛGpxiq
ff
.
When Ψ is a spatio-temporal functional marked Cox process with spatio-temporal geostatistical marking
(recall Definition 2), i.e. Fiptq “ ZXiptq for some spatio-temporal random field Z “ tZxptqupx,tqPXˆT , we may
connect random fields and point processes simultaneously in two different ways; the driving random field Λ from
underneath and a random field Z from above. This structure is simplified when we consider intensity dependent
marks (Section 3.6). In the current context this translates into the following definition.
Definition 14. A spatio-temporal functional marked Cox process Ψ with random intensity field Λ “ tΛpx, tqupx,tqPXˆT
is said to have intensity-dependent marks if, conditionally on ΨG and the random field Λ, the functional marks
are given by Fiptq “ ΛpXi, tq, t P T , i “ 1, . . . , N .
D.2 Functional marked Gibbs processes
We next consider another important class of point processes, in the context of functional marking, namely so-
called functional marked Gibbs processes. These are simply marked Gibbs processes (Chiu et al., 2013; Møller
and Waagepetersen, 2004; van Lieshout, 2000) for which the mark space is given by Aˆ F .
There are various ways to define (marked) Gibbs processes (Møller and Waagepetersen, 2004, Section 6) and
we here consider the statistically most convenient approach, which is through Papangelou conditional intensities.
They are defined through the Georgii-Nguyen-Zessin formula (Chiu et al., 2013; Møller andWaagepetersen, 2004;
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van Lieshout, 2000), which states that for any measurable mapping h : X ˆAˆ F ˆNlf Ñ r0,8q,
E
»– ÿ
px,l,fqPΨ
hpx, l, f,Ψztpx, l, fquq
fifl “ ż
Nlf
ż
XˆAˆF
hpx, l, f, ψqΛpdpx, l, fq;ψqP pdψq
“
ż
Nlf
ż
XˆAˆF
hpx, l, f, ψqλpx, l, f ;ψqdxνApdlqνF pdfqP pdψq
“
ż
XˆAˆF
E rhpx, l, f,Ψqλpx, l, f ; ΨqsdxνApdlqνF pdfq. (34)
The kernel
ΛpC ˆD ˆ E;ψq “
ż
CˆDˆE
λpx, l, f ;ψqdxνApdlqνF pdfq, C ˆD ˆ E P BpX ˆD ˆ Eq, ψ P Nlf ,
is called the Papangelou kernel and its Radon-Nikodym derivative λ (for fixed ψ P Nlf ) is called the Papangelou
conditional intensity of Ψ. Heuristically, we have the following interpretation in terms of conditional infinitesimal
probabilities (van Lieshout, 2000, Section 1.8.2):
Λpdpx, l, fq;ψq “ λpx, l, f ;ψqdxνApdlqνF pdfq “ PpΨpdpx, l, fqq “ 1|ΨX pdpx, l, fqqc “ ψ X pdpx, l, fqqcq,
where c denotes complement and dpx, l, fq is an infinitesimal neighbourhood of px, l, fq P X ˆ A ˆ F , with
measure dxνMpdpl, fqq “ dxνApdlqνF pdfq. It should further be mentioned that ρpx, l, fq “ Erλppx, l, fq; Ψqs
and, indeed, for a Poisson process the Papangelou conditional intensity is given by the intensity function.
Definition 15. The νM-averaged Papangelou conditional intensity with respect to DˆE P BpAˆFq is defined
as
λDˆEpx; Ψq “ ΛpdxˆD ˆ E; Ψq{dx
νMpD ˆ Eq “
ş
DˆE λpx, l, f ; ΨqνMpdpl, fqq
νMpD ˆ Eq “
ş
DˆE λpx, l, f ; ΨqνApdlqνF pdfq
νApDqνF pEq .
Combining (34) with (17), we obtain
E!px,l,fq rhpx, l, f,Ψqs “ E rhpx, l, f,Ψqλppx, l, fq; Ψqs {ρpx, l, fq,
whereby
P!xDˆEpΨ P Rq “ P !xDˆEpRq “
ş
DˆE E r1tΨ P Ruλpx, l, f ; Ψqs {ρpx, l, fqνApdlqνF pdfq
νApDqνF pEq
“
E
”
1tΨ P Ru ş
DˆE λpx, l, f ; Ψq{QMx pl, fqνApdlqνF pdfq
ı
ρGpxqνApDqνF pEq
“
ş
R
ş
DˆE λpx, l, f ;ψq{QMx pl, fqνApdlqνF pdfqP pdψq
ρGpxqνApDqνF pEq , R P Nlf .
Moreover, when Ψ has a common mark distribution PM “ PA b PF which coincides with the mark reference
measure νM “ νA b νF (so that QMx pl, fq ” 1), it follows that
λDˆEpx; Ψq “ 1
PApDqPF pEq
ż
DˆE
λpx, l, f ; ΨqPApdlqPF pdfq,
which is interpreted as the density of the conditional probability that Ψ has a point with mark belonging to
D ˆ E in an infinitesimal neighbourhood dx of x P X , given ΨX pX zdxq ˆAˆ F . In addition,
P!xDˆEpΨ P Rq “ E
„
1tΨ P Ru
ż
DˆE
λpx, l, f ; ΨqPApdlqPF pdfq
N
pρGpxqPApDqPF pEqq
“ E r1tΨ P RuλDˆEpx; Ψqs{ ρGpxq “
ż
R
λDˆEpx;ψqP pdψq
N
ρGpxq.
Turning to the summary statistic in (20), we here obtain
KpDˆEq
Śn´1
i“1 pDiˆEiq
t pC1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Cn´1q “
“ 1śn´1
i“1 νMpDi ˆ Eiq
E
«
λDˆEpz; Ψq
ρGpzq
ÿ‰
px1,l1,f1q,...,pxn´1,ln´1,fn´1qPΨ
tppLpzq, F pzqq, pl1, f1q, . . . , pln´1, fn´1qqˆ
ˆ
n´1ź
i“1
1txi ´ z P Ciu1tpli, fiq P Di ˆ Eiu
ρGpxiq
ff
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for almost every z P X “ Rd by Lemma 1.
When Ψ “ tpXi, Li, FiquNi“1 is finite, i.e. N ă 8 a.s. (which e.g. is the case when X is bounded), with
density pp¨q on Nlf with respect to the distribution on pNlf ,Nlf q of a Poisson process with (non-atomic) finite
intensity measure, then (van Lieshout, 2000, Theorem 1.6)
λpx, l, f ;ψq “ ppψ Y tpx, l, fquq
ppψq , ψ P Nlf , px, l, fq R ψ.
E Proofs
Proof of Lemma 1. Applying the Campbell formula, we obtain that
KpDˆEq
Śn´1
i“1 pDiˆEiq
t pC1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Cn´1q “
“ 1|W |νMpD ˆ Eqśn´1i“1 νMpDi ˆ Eiq
ż
WˆDˆE
dxνApdlqνF pdfqˆ
ˆ
ż
px`C1qˆD1ˆE1
¨ ¨ ¨
ż
px`Cn´1qˆDn´1ˆEn´1
tppl, fq, pl1, f1q, . . . , pln´1, fn´1qqˆ
ˆ gpnqΨ ppx, l, fq, px1, l1, f1q, . . . , pxn´1, ln´1, fn´1qq
n´1ź
i“1
dxiνApdliqνF pdfiq.
At the same time, using the Campbell-Mecke formula
KpDˆEq
Śn´1
i“1 pDiˆEiq
t pC1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Cn´1q “ 1|W |νMpD ˆ Eqśn´1i“1 νMpDi ˆ Eiqˆ
ˆ
ż
WˆDˆE
E!px,l,fq
« ÿ‰
px1,l1,f1q,...,pxn´1,ln´1,fn´1qPΨ
tppl, fq, pl1, f1q, . . . , pln´1, fn´1qqˆ
ˆ
n´1ź
i“1
1txi ´ x P Ciu1tpli, fiq P Di ˆ Eiu
ρpxi, li, fiq
ff
dxνApdlqνF pdfq.
Hence, since we may choose W to be any bounded Borel set in Rd,
E!px,l,fq
« ÿ‰
px1,l1,f1q,...,pxn´1,ln´1,fn´1qPΨ
tppl, fq, pl1, f1q, . . . , pln´1, fn´1qqˆ
ˆ
n´1ź
i“1
1txi ´ x P Ciu1tpli, fiq P Di ˆ Eiu
ρpxi, li, fiq
ff
a.e.“
ż
px`C1qˆD1ˆE1
¨ ¨ ¨
ż
px`Cn´1qˆDn´1ˆEn´1
tppl, fq, pl1, f1q, . . . , pln´1, fn´1qqˆ
ˆ gpnqΨ ppx, l, fq, px1, l1, f1q, . . . , pxn´1, ln´1, fn´1qq
n´1ź
i“1
dxiνApdliqνF pdfiq
“
ż
px`C1qˆD1ˆE1
¨ ¨ ¨
ż
px`Cn´1qˆDn´1ˆEn´1
tppl, fq, pl1, f1q, . . . , pln´1, fn´1qqˆ
ˆ gpnqΨ pp0, l, fq, px1 ´ x, l1, f1q, . . . , pxn´1 ´ x, ln´1, fn´1qq
n´1ź
i“1
dxiνApdliqνF pdfiq
“
ż
C1ˆD1ˆE1
¨ ¨ ¨
ż
Cn´1ˆDn´1ˆEn´1
tppl, fq, pl1, f1q, . . . , pln´1, fn´1qqˆ
ˆ gpnqΨ pp0, l, fq, px1, l1, f1q, . . . , pxn´1, ln´1, fn´1qq
n´1ź
i“1
dxiνApdliqνF pdfiq
“
ż
C1ˆ¨¨¨ˆCn´1
κ
pDˆEqŚn´1i“1 pDiˆEiq
t p0, x1, . . . , xn´1qKGpdx1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ dxn´1q,
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where the second equality follows by the imposed kth order marked intensity reweighted stationarity of Ψ. In
other words, the reduced Palm expectation above is a.e. constant as a function of x P Rd, and we have
νMpD ˆ Eq
n´1ź
i“1
νMpDi ˆ EiqKpDˆEq
Śn´1
i“1 pDiˆEiq
t pC1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Cn´1q “
“
ż
DˆE
E!pz,l,fq
« ÿ‰
px1,l1,f1q,...,pxn´1,ln´1,fn´1qPΨ
tppl, fq, pl1, f1q, . . . , pln´1, fn´1qqˆ
ˆ
n´1ź
i“1
1txi ´ z P Ciu1tpli, fiq P Di ˆ Eiu
ρpxi, li, fiq
ff
νApdlqνF pdfq
“
ż
C1ˆ¨¨¨ˆCn´1
κ
pDˆEqŚn´1i“1 pDiˆEiq
t p0, x1, . . . , xn´1qKGpdx1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ dxn´1q,
where z is an arbitrary location in Rd and the last integrand is defined in (21).
Proof of Theorem 1. By the Campbell formula,
E
« ÿ
px,l,fqPΨXWˆDˆE
ÿ‰
px1,l1,f1q,...,pxn´1,ln´1,fn´1qPΨztpx,l,fqu
tppl, fq, pl1, f1q, . . . , pln´1, fn´1qqˆ
ˆ 1
ρpx, l, fq
n´1ź
i“1
1txi P pW X px` Ciqqu1tpli, fiq P Di ˆ Eiu
ρpxi, li, fiq wpx, x1, . . . , xn´1q
ff
“
ż
DˆE
ż
D1ˆE1ˆ¨¨¨ˆDn´1ˆEn´1
tppl, fq, pl1, f1q, . . . , pln´1, fn´1qqˆ
ˆ
˜ż
W
ż
pWXpx`C1qqˆ¨¨¨ˆpWXpx`Cn´1qq
wpx, x1, . . . , xn´1qˆ
ˆ gpnqΨ ppx, l, fq, px1, l1, f1q, . . . , pxn´1, ln´1, fn´1qq
n´1ź
i“1
dxidx
¸
n´1ź
i“1
νMpdpli, fiqqνMpdpl, fqq
and by the imposed k-MIRS and Fubini’s theorem the inner expression satisfiesż
W
ż
pWXpx`C1qqˆ¨¨¨ˆpWXpx`Cn´1qq
wpx, x1, . . . , xn´1qˆ
ˆ gpnqΨ ppx, l, fq, px1, l1, f1q, . . . , pxn´1, ln´1, fn´1qq
n´1ź
i“1
dxidx
k´MIRS“
ż
W
ż
Rd
¨ ¨ ¨
ż
Rd
n´1ź
i“1
1txi P pW X px` Ciqquwpx, x1, . . . , xn´1qˆ
ˆ gpnqΨ pp0, l, fq, px1 ´ x, l1, f1q, . . . , pxn´1 ´ x, ln´1, fn´1qq
n´1ź
i“1
dxidx
ui“xi´x“
ż
Rd
¨ ¨ ¨
ż
Rd
ż
W
n´1ź
i“1
1tui ` x P pW X px` Ciqquwpx, u1 ` x, . . . , un´1 ` xqdxˆ
ˆ gpnqΨ pp0, l, fq, pu1, l1, f1q, . . . , pun´1, ln´1, fn´1qq
n´1ź
i“1
dui
“
ż
Rd
¨ ¨ ¨
ż
Rd
n´1ź
i“1
1tui P Ciu
ż
W
n´1ź
i“1
1tpui ` xq PW uwpx, u1 ` x, . . . , un´1 ` xqdxˆ
ˆ gpnqΨ pp0, l, fq, pu1, l1, f1q, . . . , pun´1, ln´1, fn´1qq
n´1ź
i“1
dui
“
ż
C1ˆ¨¨¨ˆCn´1
g
pnq
Ψ pp0, l, fq, pu1, l1, f1q, . . . , pun´1, ln´1, fn´1qq
n´1ź
i“1
dui
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since ż
W
n´1ź
i“1
1tpui ` xq PW uwpx, u1 ` x, . . . , un´1 ` xqdx “ 1
for almost any ui P Ci, i “ 1, . . . , n ´ 1. Hence, by Fubini’s theorem and Lemma 1 the initial expectation is
given byż
DˆE
ż
D1ˆE1ˆ¨¨¨ˆD1ˆE1
tppl, fq, pl1, f1q, . . . , pln´1, fn´1qqˆ
ˆ
ż
C1ˆ¨¨¨ˆCn´1
g
pnq
Ψ pp0, l, fq, pu1, l1, f1q, . . . , pun´1, ln´1, fn´1qq
n´1ź
i“1
dui
n´1ź
i“1
νMpdpli, fiqqνMpdpl, fqq
“
ż
C1ˆ¨¨¨ˆCn´1
κ
pDˆEqŚn´1i“1 pDiˆEiq
t p0, u1, . . . , un´1qKGpdu1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ dun´1q
“ νMpD ˆ Eq
n´1ź
i“1
νMpDi ˆ EiqKpDˆEq
Śn´1
i“1 pDiˆEiq
t pC1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Cn´1q.
Proof of Corollary 1. Since xi P Ci we have that tpxi ` xq P W u “ tx P pW ´ xiqu Ą tx P ŞuPCipW ´ uqu “
tx P W a Ciu by the definition of Minkowski subtraction, so tx P Şn´1i“1 W a Ciu Ă tx P Şn´1i“1 pW ´ xiqu and
1Şn´1
i“1 WaCipxq ď 1Şn´1i“1 pW´xiqpxq, x PW . Hence,ż
W
n´1ź
i“1
1tpxi ` xq PW uwapx, x1 ` x, . . . , xn´1 ` xqdx “
“
ş
W
1
!
x P Şn´1i“1 pW ´ xiq)1!x P Şn´1i“1 W a Ci)dxˇˇˇŞn´1
i“1 W a Ci
ˇˇˇ “ şW 1
!
x P Şn´1i“1 W a Ci)dxˇˇˇŞn´1
i“1 W a Ci
ˇˇˇ “ 1.
Furthermore,ż
W
wXpx, x` x1, . . . , x` xn´1q1
#
x P
n´1č
i“1
pW ´ xiq
+
dx “
ż
W
1tx P Şn´1i“1 pW ´ xiqu
|Şn´1i“1 pW ` px` xiqq X pW ` xq|dx “
“
ş
1tx P Şn´1i“1 pW ´ xiq XW udx
|Şn´1i“1 pW ` xiq XW | “ |
Şn´1
i“1 pW ´ xiq XW |
|Şn´1i“1 pW ` xiq XW | “ 1
since x ÞÑ |Şn´1i“1 pW `px`uiqqXpW `xq| “ |Şn´1i“1 pW `uiqXW |, x PW , and |W XpW ´uq| “ |W XpW `uq|
for any u (Møller and Waagepetersen, 2004, Section 4.3.2).
Turning to the isotropic correction, we give the details for d “ 2 here and we refer the reader to Møller et al.
(1998); Schladitz and Baddeley (2000) for d “ 3;ż
W
wBpx, x` x1q1tx PW ´ x1udx “
ż
WXW´x1
`
`Bbpx, }x1}˘
`
`Bbpx, }x1}q XW ˘dx
“
ż
WXW´x1
2pi}x1}
`
`Bbpx, }x1}q XW ˘dx “ 1,
where the last equality is obtained by using polar coordinates.
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